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The Moullean Conservation Management Strategy 2017 – 2037
The Moullean lies around 25 km south of Kellerberrin, in Western Australia’s central Wheatbelt.
It sits across the junction of the Salt, Lockhart and Yilgarn Rivers, where the ‘Caroline Gap’ is the
narrow valley between Mt Caroline and Mt Stirling. This gap, and the dominant granite hills of
Mt Caroline (or Chirrining, in the local indigenous ‘Noongar’ language), Mt Stirling (Candenup),
Gundaring Hill (Tutakin), and Nangeen Hill are known collectively by the Noongar people as the
‘Moullean’.

Moullean Conservation
Strategy Vision
By 2037, the Moullean landscape will be
valued for its diversity of landforms, habitats,
native flora and fauna assemblages, cultural
values, stories, and supportive infrastructure.
It will protect natural, cultural and property
sensitivities, and focus interest in the imposing
granite rock landforms, their Noongar and
European cultural significance, and their
characterising habitats, plants and animals.
Moullean experiences will be enhanced through
education, interpretation and recreation
amenities to highlight the often-subtle and
sensitive natural and cultural character of the
area.

Goals
1.

Value, conserve, enhance and share where
appropriate, the natural and cultural values
of the Moullean.
2. Increase the profile and appeal of the
natural and cultural values of the Moullean.
3. Encourage investment in the protection,
enhancement, restoration, interpretation
and appropriate sharing of the Moullean.

Themes
This Strategy is primarily designed to
identify the nature conservation challenges
of the Moullean. It also addresses the related
conservation of Noongar and European cultural
values, management of visitors and resources
as they relate to conservation, and considers
interpretation of both cultural and natural
features. To achieve this, the Strategy has the
primary management theme of: Managing
the Natural Environment. It also has three
secondary management themes: Managing
Cultural Heritage; Managing Visitor Use, and
finally, Managing Resource Use.
The management theme sections provide:
1.

A description of the theme and its primary
values for management attention.
2. An objective to achieve the conservation,
mitigation or management of the theme to
meet the goals.
3. A set of strategies and actions to meet the
objective.
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Summary
The Moullean lies around 25 kilometres south
of Kellerberrin in Western Australia’s central
Wheatbelt. It sits across the junction of the
Salt, Lockhart and Yilgarn Rivers, where the
‘Caroline Gap’ is the narrow valley between
Mt Caroline and Mt Stirling. This gap, and
the dominant granite hills Mt Caroline (or
Chirrining, in the local indigenous ‘Noongar’
language), Mt Stirling (Candenup), Gundaring
Hill (Tutakin), and Nangeen Hill are known
collectively by the Noongar people as the
‘Moullean’.
The Moullean occurs in a matrix as islands
in a landscape largely altered for agriculture,
containing, as it does remnant bushland in the
mostly cleared central wheatbelt landscape.
These bushlands are representative of the
central wheatbelt granites and surrounding
woodland communities, with several
uncommon and endemic plants and threatened
animals and therefore a very high conservation
value. This fragmentation has brought about
conservation challenges including: loss
of ecological connectivity, micro-climate
variability, native animal and introduced
predator conflict and ‘modified landscape’
pressures on cultural and heritage values.
This Strategy has been written as an
‘aspirational’ guide to improve the conservation,
profile and enjoyment of the natural values and
cultural heritage of the Moullean landscape.
The Strategy was also created with an intention
to bring stakeholders together to better protect
these values over the long term.
The Strategy acknowledges the importance
of the preservation of Noongar people of the
Ballardong native title claim, specifically
the Njakinjaki people, whose lands include
the Moullean. It also provides goals and
management actions for Mt Caroline, Mt
Stirling, Gundaring Hill, Nangeen Hill,
Kokerbin Hill Nature Reserves and surrounds
in the Moullean area.
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Natural and Cultural values of the
Moullean area
Noongar cultural heritage includes an abiding
spiritual connection to landforms, sites, food
and fibre resources, stories and names for
places. Economic support for local communities
is gained from agricultural production, tourism
and enterprises of the landscape matrix.
The Moullean reserve supports a number of
unique threatened and priority flora, fauna
and ecological communities. It also supports
a significant population of the threatened
black-flanked rock-wallaby (Petrogale lateralis
lateralis). The Granite Outcrops in particular
provide important refuge sites in this highly
fractured landscape.
The area is impacted by a number of
threats, including high levels of clearing
and fragmentation of the natural landscape.
Fragmentation has not only led to a loss of
ecological connectivity resulting in a loss
of movement of species between remnant
bushland, but to the area becoming susceptible
to weed invasion.
Introduced species have an enormous impact
on native animal populations through predation
and resource competition. The highly modified
landscape has also resulted in pressures on
cultural and heritage values.
Weeds and introduced animal species need to
be controlled and fragmented landscapes need
to be reconnected in order to halt and reverse
the degradation of Nature Reserves and the
surrounding landscape, including impact on
threatened flora and fauna and Threatened
Ecological Communities (TEC). Stakeholders
need to approach this issue on a broader scale
and work with landholders and the broader
community to conserve and protect this
important landscape.

Recommended Conservation Management
Priorities
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Implement the relevant recovery actions for
Black-flanked Rock-wallaby as appropriate.
Maintain Western Shield and off-reserve
feral predator management programs.
Review and prioritise research and
monitoring, including a focus on new feral
predator control technologies.
Under the leadership of the department,
develop a ‘Stepping Stones’ (#) project
to engage a broad range of stakeholders
and focus and coordinate conservation
management efforts across the Moullean
landscape.
Include Noongar traditional owners in
cultural and nature conservation.
Accurately map and describe the variety
of native vegetation communities across
all land tenures in the Moullean, paying
particular attention to the Eucalypt
woodlands of the Western Australian
Wheatbelt TEC to help guide priorities for
vegetation management and restoration.
Implement priority recovery actions for
Threatened Ecological Communities and
Threatened and Priority flora and fauna.

8. Develop a landscape scale ecological
restoration program.
9. Review land tenure, reserve purpose and
vesting to ensure the public reserves system
of the Moullean protects and provides
the broadest range of public benefits
and opportunities, including nature
conservation, recreation and cultural
heritage.
10. Encourage and support the community
to develop a greater appreciation and
understanding of the values of the Moullean
area through increasing opportunities for
education, interpretation and tourism.
(#) Stepping Stones is a concept that enables
the department and other natural resource
managers in the wheatbelt to better focus
management upon the principles of sound
social engagement and ecological management
to achieve improved project integration,
maximise opportunities and to protect
important wildlife assets, (see page 28 for more
information).
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Nomenclature
The meanings of abbreviations and general
terms used throughout this plan are given
below.
The planning area is referred to as the
Moullean.
WWF-Australia is referred to as WWF.
During the preparation of this report the
Department of Parks and Wildlife’s name was
changed to the Department of Biodiversity,
Conservation and Attractions, however where a
specific reference includes the old name, Parks
and Wildlife, it has been retained to preserve
the integrity of the reference.
The Department of Biodiversity, Conservation
and Attractions will be referred to as ‘the
department’ in the body of this document or
abbreviated to DBCA.
The department is responsible for the
administration of the Conservation and Land
Management Act 1984 (CALM Act) on lands
vested with the Conservation and Parks
Commission of Western Australia.
The Water Corporation of Western Australia is
referred to as the Water Corp.
Wheatbelt Natural Resource Management Inc is
referred to as Wheatbelt NRM.
WA State NRM refers to the Western Australian
Government’s State Natural Resource
Management Program that has funded the
development of this strategy.
The Conservation Strategy planning area
includes those department managed nature
reserves: Mt Caroline, Mt Stirling, Gundaring
Hill, Kokerbin Hill and Nangeen Hill. As well
as privately owned remnants and one partly
managed shire reserve adjoining Kokerbin Hill.
When ‘southwest’ is used (as in the southwest
Ecoregion) it refers to the general south-west
corner of Western Australia between Geraldton
and Esperance.
6. The Moullean Conservation Management Strategy 2017 – 2037

The term ‘Wheatbelt’ used in this report
refers to the areas under the auspices of either
Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and
Attractions, Wheatbelt Region or Wheatbelt
NRM. The term ‘WA Wheatbelt’ refers to
Western Australia’s entire Wheatbelt Region.
“Rewilding” is the distinction between
reintroduction for species conservation
(classical reintroduction), and reintroduction
to restore ecosystem function (rewilding).
Rewilding seeks to restore species interactions
that constitute ecological processes and
require natural population dynamics to
function. Predation is a key process that
impacts herbivore and invertebrate densities
and behaviour that in turn affect vegetation
community dynamics.
The term ‘Noongar’ refers to Aboriginal people
who live in the south-west corner of Western
Australia, between Jurien Bay and Israelite
Bay. The word ‘Noongar’ can be spelt in
different ways, and spelling in this form should
also be seen to encompass the Nyoongar,
Nyungar, Noongah and Nyungah spellings.
The Njakinjaki and Ballardong people are the
Noongar people of the strategy area (SWALSC
2014).
Ensign Dale named Mt Caroline and Mt Stirling
during his exploration of the area in 1830.
Mt Caroline for the wife of a colonial official,
and Mt Stirling for Governor Captain James
Stirling’s brother, William Stirling who was a
member of Dale’s party. The Noongar name
for Mt Caroline is Chirrining, and for Mt
Stirling it is Candenup. Kokerbin or Kaagabin
means – ‘the place where the spirit babies
abide’. The group of four large granite rises
(Mounts Caroline and Stirling, and Gundaring
and Nangeen Hills) and the intervening Salt
River valley, termed the ‘Caroline Gap’, by
Beard (1999) is known by the Noongars as the
Moullean (Collard et al in prep; Wood Wilson
1981), which has been expanded to include
Kokerbin Rock and other nearby reserves and
remnants by this Strategy.
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PART A. INTRODUCTION
1. Overview and Planning Method
The Moullean lies around 25 km. south of
Kellerberrin, in Western Australia’s central
Wheatbelt.
This Moullean Conservation Strategy conceives
of a vision for the broader landscape of the
Moullean area. It focuses on public reserves
in the Moullean landscape that complement
the vision of the Department of Biodiversity,
Conservation and Attractions (the department)
Strategic Directions 2015-19.
The public reserves of the Moullean are the
primary conservation building blocks that will
encourage interest and investment in the area,
but remnants on private property are also
significant in preserving natural and cultural
values.
The aim of this Strategy is to address the
nature conservation challenges of the Moullean
area as well as the conservation of Noongar
and other Australian cultural values. It seeks
to enable people’s enjoyment of the lands
and values, the management of visitors and
resources, and considerate interpretation of
both cultural and natural features. To achieve
this, the Strategy considers issues and solutions
through a Primary Management Theme:
Managing the Natural Environment, and three
Secondary Management Themes: Managing
Cultural Heritage, Managing Visitor Use, and
Managing Resource Use.
The Moullean Conservation Management
Strategy focuses on strategic direction, but
includes some operational actions. It does not
follow the Conservation and Parks Commission
development and approval process, which
issues draft plans for public comment and
provides final plans to the Minister for
Environment for approval.
In the absence of a formal management plan,
this Strategy is modelled on the management
plans as prepared by the department for
national parks, conservation parks and

nature reserves, on behalf of the Conservation
and Parks Commission of WA, under the
CALM Act 1984. It is structured similarly to
management plans developed under the CALM
Act, containing a statement of the policies or
guidelines to be followed and a summary of
operations.
It is anticipated that the department will have
an approved Regional Management Plan that
covers the reserves it manages in its Wheatbelt
Region. This Strategy will be considered as part
of the overall planning process.
The project to develop this Conservation
Management Strategy is supported by funding
from the Western Australian Government’s
State NRM Program, supported by Royalties
for Regions. The project will develop an
integrated management strategy to conserve
the biodiversity values across seven Wheatbelt
granite outcrops. The synthesis of relevant
knowledge will be used to develop clear
strategies and actions for operations both on
and off reserve. Implementation of the highest
priority management actions identified through
this process will then be initiated.
This Strategy is intended to be aspirational and
collaborative. There are many groups with an
active interest in the implementation of the
goals described in this plan. Many of which can
only be achieved by sourcing new resources.
The aim is for stakeholders to work together to
support the implementation of this Strategy.
The Strategy supports the continuation
of significant investment in the successful
conservation of the natural and cultural assets
of the Moullean and a collaboration between
WWF-Australia and the department, guided
by the input of other stakeholders including:
Water Corporation of Western Australia, local
authorities, Greening Australia, Wheatbelt
Natural Resource Management Inc, Shires of
Bruce Rock, Quairading and Kellerberrin and
adjacent landholders.
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2. Management Strategy Area
The Moullean is the Noongar name for
the prominent granite rises Mt Caroline
(Chirrining) in Noogar language, Mt Stirling
(Candenup), Gundaring Hill (Tutakin),
Nangeen Hill and the intervening Salt River
(Wood Wilson 1981; Collard et al in prep).

Nature Reserve, Mt Stirling Nature Reserve,
Gundaring Nature Reserve, Kokerbin Rock
Nature Reserve, Nangeen Hill Nature Reserve,
Sales Rock (Private Property), Gundaring Rock
West (Private Property) and Gardiner’s Rock
(Private Property).

This Strategy broadens the Moullean to
embrace the nearby Kokerbin Rock Nature
Reserve as well as Sales Rock, Gardiner’s Rock
and other priority habitat private remnants,
and other remnants in the Salt River valley
around its junction with the Lockhart and
Yilgarn Rivers. This confluence landscape is
also known as the Caroline Gap (Beard 1999),
and lies around 25 km south of Kellerberrin
in the central wheatbelt. The area lies in the
Wheatbelt Region of the department (Map 1).

It is noted that the Moulien Nature Reserve,
similarly named for the Noongar name for
the nearby Moullean, sits in the Salt River a
few kilometres west of Mt Stirling. For more
information on these focal reserves refer to
Table 1.

Several significant granite outcrops dominate
the Moullean landscape, including Mt Caroline
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Other un-named natural landscape private
remnants in the area also hold nature
conservation values.

Table 1: Focal reserves of this strategy.
Name

Area of
Reserve

Surrounding Land Tenure
Shire
and status

Notes

Biodiversity
assets

Mt Caroline
Nature Reserve
(Class A)

351.76 ha

Shire of
Kellerberrin

Crown Land Dept. Nature
Reserve
#11047

Vested in the WA
Conservation and
Parks Commission,
with a gazetted
purpose of
“Conservation of
Flora & Fauna”.

Black-flanked rock-wallaby,
Granite Tetratheca (DRF
spp), Potential onsite
Wheatbelt Woodland TEC (to
be groundtruthed); four P2
flora spp; one P1 flora spp;
two P4 flora spp.

Mt Stirling Nature
Reserve
(Class A)

224.99 ha

Shire of
Quairading

Dept. Nature
Reserve
#11048

Three P2 flora species; two
P4 spp; & one P3 flora spp;
black-flanked rock-wallaby;
potential onsite Wheatbelt
Woodland TEC (to be
groundtruthed).

Kokerbin Rock
Nature Reserve
(Class A)

127.8 ha

Shire of Bruce
Rock

Dept. Nature
Reserve
#11043

Vested in the WA
Conservation and
Parks Commission,
with a gazetted
purpose of
“Conservation of
Flora & Fauna”.
Vested in the WA
Conservation and
Parks Commission,
with a gazetted
purpose of
“Conservation of
Flora & Fauna).

Nangeen Hill
Nature Reserve
(Class A)

177.47 ha

Shire of Bruce
Rock

Dept. Nature
Reserve
#23187

Vested in the WA
Conservation and
Parks Commission,
with a gazetted
purpose of
“Conservation of
Flora & Fauna).

Black-flanked rock-wallaby;
potential onsite Wheatbelt
Woodland TEC (to be
groundtruthed); onsite DRF
translocation; one P2 flora
spp; one P4 flora spp.

Formerly known at
“Tutakin”. Vested in
the WA Conservation
and Parks
Commission
with a gazetted
purpose of
“Conservation of
Flora & Fauna).

Black-flanked rock-wallaby;
potential onsite Wheatbelt
Woodland TEC (to be
groundtruthed); one P2 flora
spp; one P3 flora spp.

Black-flanked rock-wallaby;
potential onsite Wheatbelt
Woodland TEC (to be
groundtruthed); one P4
spp; three P2 flora spp; one
International Agreement
Rainbow Bee-eater bird
spp; one P4 fauna spp (SW
Carpet Python); one P1 fauna
spp, Ixalodectus flectocercus
(A Cricket); Idiosoma nigrum
(Endangered fauna spp).

Gundaring Nature
Reserve
(Class A)

~100 ha

Shire of
Quairading

Dept. Nature
Reserve
#11039

Sales Rock

75.1 ha

Shire of
Quairading

Private

Black-flanked rock-wallaby.

Gardiner’s Rock

~15 ha

Private

Black-flanked rock-wallaby
occurred on Gardiner’s Rock
in the past.
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Grid shown at 5 km intervals
Graticule shown at 1 degree intervals

Produced by David Jolliffe
at 12:51 am on August 7, 2017.

Image courtesy of the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions.

Figure 1: The Moullean landscape including Nature Reserves and other Crown Land.
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Grid shown at 2.5 km intervals
Graticule shown at 1 degree intervals

Produced by David Jolliffe
at 3:33 pm on August 7, 2017.

Image courtesy of the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions.

Figure 2: The Moullean Strategy project area, indicating the focal Nature Reserves and surrounding remnant vegetation.

3. Regional Context
The Moullean reserves and remnants of the
Central Wheatbelt lie in the 300-400 mm
rainfall zone (Bureau of Meteorology 2016).
The Moullean sits on the Yilgarn Granite
Craton (Myers and Hocking 1998) - a crustal
block underlying a large part of the south west
of Australia. The reserves feature spectacular
granite rock domes of the Yilgarn craton, and

are of great cultural importance to Noongar
people.
The Salt River and its tributaries form a series
of linear salt lakes or playas that flow westwards
along a broad flat valley floor. The Salt River
system is an uncoordinated catchment that
drains into the Yenyenning Lakes, from which
the Avon River flows to join the Swan River and
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finally the ocean at Fremantle (Beard 1999).

•

The granite domes that comprise the rocky
hills of the Moullean have been exposed by the
erosive forces that have formed the Salt River
valley over at least the last 30 million years
(Twidale et al. 1999).

•
•

Soils include granitic loams on and surrounding
the rock massifs, loam over clay and saline
clay loams associated with valley floors, deeper
sands surrounding rock massifs, yellow sandy
clay, laterite gravels, and pockets of fine loam
among the rocks in fissures (Sawkins 2009).

•
•

•

•
•

The vegetation includes several uncommon
and threatened species, which along with
the threatened animals provide considerable
conservation and cultural values (Department
of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions,
unpublished data).
The vegetation communities are dominated
by woodlands of Salmon Gum (Eucalyptus
salmonophloia), Wandoo (E. wandoo) in
the west and Inland Wandoo in the east (E.
capillosa), York Gum (E. loxophleba subs.
loxophleba), Gimlet (E. salubris), Rock Sheoak
(Allocasuarina hugeliana), Red Morrel
(E. longicornis); Mallee tall shrublands of
Eucalyptus loxophleba subsp. lissophloia, E.
subangusta, E. moderata and Silver Princess
(E. caesia); diverse shrublands and heathlands
often on the sands close to the rock massifs; and
rich ephemeral herb fields, moss swards and
pan gnammas on the sheet granite.
Some of the woodlands are included within the
Eucalypt Woodlands of the Western Australian
Wheatbelt as a Critically Endangered Ecological
Community under the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act (EPBC Act)
1999.
The Moullean reserves and remnants occur in
a matrix formation as islands in a landscape
largely altered for agriculture. Due to this
resultant fragmentation, a range of related
conservation challenges exist, including:
•

reduced winter rainfall and increased
dryness from climate change;
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•

water table imbalance and secondary
salinity from hydrological changes;
possibly altered fire regimes;
potential vulnerability to single damaging
events, such as wildfire impacting a large
proportion or all of a reserve;
exposure and proximity to more open
agricultural grassland habitats;
inward drift of fertiliser, soils and weeds;
lack of connectivity, which restricts gene
flow; and in the context of the rock-wallaby,
the movement of individuals;
exposure to introduced and native
vertebrate predators;
cultural connection loss from past societal
practices, and
perceived disconnection between
production and conservation land uses.

The Moullean reserves and remnants cater for a
range of activities, including nature and culture
conservation, recreation, water, education, and
Noongar Aboriginal land use.
A primary role is the conservation of a
representative sample of the flora and fauna
communities of the central and eastern
Wheatbelt. Granite rock ecosystems in the
Wheatbelt are renowned for their diversity and
endemism (Hopper 1997; Pinder 2000). The
Moullean granite domes are most notable for
their critical habitat for the black-flanked rockwallaby (Petrogale lateralis lateralis) (Pearson
2013), and this Strategy addresses this value.
The Moullean also makes an important
contribution to maintaining biodiversity by
providing habitat for threatened fauna and flora
species.
The Moullean sits within the three shires of
Bruce Rock, Kellerberrin and Quairading. All
shires are within the Central Wheatbelt District
of the Wheatbelt Region of the department.

4. Legislation and Policy Framework
The legislative and policy framework for
this Strategy is indirect as it is not strictly a
management planning process as outlined in
the CALM Act 1984 as amended (DEC 2011;
Parks and Wildlife 2016). The Strategy planning

framework takes into account the Conservation
and Parks Commission methodology
(Conservation Commission 2014).
The department administers the Conservation
and Land Management Act 1984 (CALM
Act), which provides for the management of
lands and waters vested in the Conservation
and Parks Commission; and the Wildlife
Conservation Act 1950, which provides specific
protection for native flora and fauna within
Western Australia.
The Strategy may help inform a Department
of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions/
Conservation and Parks Commission
management plan for the public conservation
reserves, should that occur in the future.
This Strategy follows the priorities and
management principles of the ‘Parks and
Wildlife Regional Nature Conservation Plan
2016-2020’. It addresses the Plan’s priorities,
knowledge gaps and objectives that relate to the
Moullean through the objectives and actions
presented in Part C1 Primary Management
Theme.
The ‘Department of Parks and Wildlife’s
Wheatbelt Region Nature Conservation Plan’
(Parks and Wildlife 2016b) is a document that
follows the department’s strategic directions for
the next three years, with activities under five
goals – Parks, Wildlife, Fire, Managed Use and
People.

national parks, conservation parks, nature
reserves, marine parks and reserves and
state forests in WA. The Commission also
commissions and audits management plans
for vested lands and waters, in line with the
CALM Act 1984 as amended and overseeing the
department.
The Department of Biodiversity,
Conservation and Attractions is
responsible for the management of national
parks, conservation parks, nature reserves,
marine parks and reserves, and state forests
in WA, on behalf of the WA Conservation and
Parks Commission and the community. The
department also has an Aboriginal Heritage
Unit, which exists to support Aboriginal
peoples’ involvement in the management
of national parks and reserves under the
amendments to the CALM Act 1984. Also
responsible for managing and protecting the
state’s flora and fauna, including threatened
species.
WWF-Australia is involved in Wheatbelt
Nature conservation through its rockwallaby program (WWF undated), and is the
organisation responsible for developing this
Strategy in partnership with the department.
This Strategy is supported by funds obtained by
WWF-Australia from the Western Australian
Government’s State NRM Program, supported
by Royalties for Regions.

6. Stakeholders

Wheatbelt NRM Inc is the independent
community-based natural resource
management group for the Avon River Basin.
It has a 3 Year Plan 2015 – 2018 (Wheatbelt
NRM 2015), which includes the vision: A
vibrant Wheatbelt Community that creates
healthy environments and livelihoods. The
Healthy Environments theme has the strategic
objective: Deliver NRM programs that protect
and enhance the Wheatbelt environment.
This Strategy directly supports this objective,
and indirectly the objectives for the other
themes: Sustainable Industry and Livelihoods,
Productive Relationships and Organisational
Excellence.

The WA Conservation and Parks
Commission is the vesting Authority for

Greening Australia, with its focus on
restoring degraded landscapes, is involved

5. Primary Values
The primary values of the public reserves
and the private remnants in the Moullean
are derived from their geological formations,
landscape position and landform character,
cultural significance, recreation and education
opportunities, resource provision, vegetation
communities, habitats, animal assemblages,
scientific dimensions and economic substance.
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in restoration and revegetation programs in
the Moullean, including revegetation and
restoration of habitat at Nangeen Hill Nature
Reserve.
The South West Aboriginal Land and
Sea Council (SWALSC) is the native title
representative body of the Noongar people, who
are the traditional owners of the south west of
Australia. SWALSC works with its members to
progress resolution of the Noongar native title
claims, while also advancing and strengthening
Noongar culture, language, heritage and society
(SWALSC 2016a). SWALSC has directed the
negotiated settlements contained in Indigenous
Land Use Agreements (ILUAs), of which the
Ballardong/Njakinjaki native title claim is one
of six (SWALSC 2014), and within which the
Moullean sits.
The Moullean Reserves sit in three Shire
Council jurisdictions: Bruce Rock,
Quairading and Kellerberrin. The Shires
support the conservation of nature and culture,
and the recreation and tourism opportunities
presented by the Moullean Reserves.
The community of landowners within and
surrounding the Moullean Reserves. These
include black-flanked rock-wallaby habitat of
Sales Rock between Mt Stirling and Gundaring
Nature Reserve, the western portion of
Gundaring Rock, Gardiner’s Rock and smaller
unnamed rocks on private property. Many of
the landowners support the management of the
conservation values of the private remnants.
The department and WWF-Australia support
the conservation of the natural values of the
private remnants.
Community groups including Birdlife WA,
the Scat Monitoring citizen science group, and
a large number of 15 to 20 volunteers who
regularly assist with black-flanked rock-wallaby
trapping and monitoring.
Wheatbelt Tourism Centre in Merredin
promotes the Moullean Reserves as recreation
opportunities, and the Granite Way drive trail
as access and interpretation for the natural and
cultural features of area.
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7. Ballardong Noongar Claim
Since 2011, the Noongar Negotiation Team and
SWALSC have been working together to secure
a negotiated settlement of all Noongar Native
Title claims including the Ballardong native title
claim (SWALSC 2014, 2016b), and in which the
Moullean sits. The claim includes the Njakinjaki
people. Recent ammendments to the Native
Title Act 1993 have enabled the registration
of the Settlement Indigenous Land Use
Agreements (ILUAs). Registration of the ILUAs
is yet to occur (at the time of writing) and may
be subject to further legal processes.

8. Public and Private Conservation Model
The Moullean includes privately owned
remnants such as Sales and Gardiner’s Rocks
that are black-flanked rock-wallaby habitat.
This provides the opportunity for a mixed
tenure model for effective nature conservation.
This inclusive approach to tenure-blind
conservation is particularly relevant to the
Moullean and its locally mobile black-flanked
rock-wallaby, where individuals will migrate
to nearby rocky habitats and establish new
colonies (Kinnear 1988), temporarily visit
and return to the main colonies (N. Moore
pers. comm.), and the use of other habitats for
foraging.
In many cases, privately held bushland
areas hold other landforms, habitats and
biota (including threatened species) with
significant nature and indeed cultural values.
An inclusive landscape conservation approach
presents opportunities for other private
landholders within and near the reserve
matrix to be involved in, and complement,
the nature conservation values of the reserve
system. Involvement could also bring cultural
and economic benefit from ecotourism,
environmental education, accommodation and
support services.
The Strategy promotes a public and private
conservation reserve model, where private
landholders with areas of conservation
significance are involved and their lands
recognised as adjunct conservation reserves.
The public/private conservation reserve model

is worthy of consideration for adaptation to
improve the conservation, community and
economic benefits it could invoke.

Community & tourism
•

9. Consultation
•
This Strategy was developed by a steering
committee with representatives from WWF and
the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation
and Attractions. The steering committee
consulted identified stakeholders directly. Input
was sought from key stakeholders, government
agencies including the four local authorities,
Wheatbelt NRM and landholders adjoining the
reserves. Primary stakeholders developed the
document via a steering committee, additional
stakeholders were engaged.

•
•

•

The themes and wishes conveyed by
stakeholders were collected and can be
described under three main themes:

Recognition of the long-term investment
and significant conservation efforts of the
community.
Continued involvement by private
landowners in conservation works and
monitoring.
Interest in obtaining a copy of this
Conservation Management Strategy
Support for tourism including access,
information and promotion of the Moullean
reserves as well as interpretation of
traditional owners’ long term culture and
involvement with the land.
Promote the importance of the patches of
the Eucalypt woodlands of the Western
Australian Wheatbelt TEC to help guide
priorities for vegetation management and
restoration.

Heritage
Management
•
•

•

•

Conservation of the nature and amenity
of the reserves, landscape and roadsides
is very important with respect to effective
management of weed, feral and predator
animal control.
More conservation work on all native
animals, increasing habitats in extent
and quality, improving connectivity and
revegetation on public and private lands.
Kangaroo management needed, specifically
for controlling the build-up of large
numbers and the impacts on crops and
pastures.

•

Support for conserving Noongar and
European cultural heritage and access to
culturally important places for traditional
owners.
Involvement of traditional owners in the
management and planning of conservation
initiatives, including ranger and other
employment programs.
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PART B. PURPOSE AND MANAGEMENT
DIRECTIONS
1. Vision
By 2037 The Moullean landscape will be
valued for its diversity of landforms, habitats,
native flora and fauna assemblages, cultural
values, stories, and supportive infrastructure.
It will protect natural, cultural and property
sensitivities, and focus interest on the imposing
granite rock landforms, their Noongar and
European cultural significance, and their
characterising habitats, plants and animals.
Moullean experiences will be enhanced through
education, interpretation and recreation
amenities to highlight the often-subtle and
sensitive natural and cultural character of the
area.
This vision reflects the primary values of the
Moullean Reserves and adjacent private natural
remnants, and the sustainable management and
considerate sharing of those values.

features. To achieve this, the Strategy has the
Primary Management Theme: Managing the
Natural Environment, and three Secondary
Management Themes: Managing Cultural
Heritage, Managing Visitor Use, and
Managing Resource Use.
The management theme sections provide
a description of the theme and its primary
values for management attention; an objective
to achieve the conservation, mitigation or
management of the theme to meet the goals;
a set of actions to meet the objective; and
performance indicators to measure progress
and success. Performance indicators are
developed in line with the Conservation and
Parks Commission Guidelines for management
plans (Conservation Commission 2014).
Objectives

2. Goals, Themes and Objectives.
The three goals in order to realise the vision are:
1.

Value, conserve, enhance and share where
appropriate the natural and cultural values
of the Moullean.
2. Increase the profile and appeal of the
natural and cultural values of the Moullean.
3. Encourage investment to protect, enhance,
restore, interpret and appropriately share
the Moullean.
Themes
This Strategy is primarily designed to
identify the nature conservation challenges
of the Moullean. It also addresses the related
conservation of Noongar and European cultural
values, management of visitors and resources
as they relate to conservation, and consider
interpretation of both cultural and natural
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Objective 1: Conserve and enhance the
natural, cultural and community values of
the Moullean through an informal network
across all land tenures, including the formal
conservation reserves, other Crown lands and
private property.
Objective 2: Conserve and protect the
Moullean’s characteristic vegetation
communities, including threatened ecological
communities, and populations of threatened
and priority flora species.
Objective 3: Conserve and protect existing
native animals and their habitats, with a focus
on threatened species, and investigate the reintroduction of other key fauna species.
Objective 4: Characterise, maintain and
enhance the visual resources and quality of the
Moullean landscape, incorporating the diversity
of natural and modified elements.

Objective 5: Protect and conserve Noongar
cultural heritage in consultation and with the
involvement of traditional owners and other
relevant stakeholders.
Objective 6: Protect, conserve, record and
interpret other cultural heritage in consultation
with relevant stakeholders.
Objective 7: Understand and consider the
effects of climate change on the Moullean’s
biota, and design and implement mitigation
measures to improve its resilience.
Objective 8: Maintain, where feasible, the
local surface and groundwater systems to
conserve those species and communities
particularly dependent on them.
Objective 9: Minimise the impacts of invasive
weeds on high priority natural assets.
Objective 10: Minimise the impacts of
pest animals on high priority natural assets,
particularly threatened fauna and flora and
their critical habitat.
Objective 11: Minimise the introduction or
impact of diseases that affect high priority
and susceptible flora, fauna and vegetation
communities.
Objective 12: Ensure that fire regimes are
appropriate for the conservation and protection
of the natural and cultural values of the
Moullean.
Objective 13: Ensure a quality nature-based
tourism profile and sustainable recreational use,
consistent with other management objectives
and the protection of primary values.
Objective 14: Promote awareness and
appreciation of the values of the Moullean to
engender support for their conservation and
continued enjoyment
Objective 15: Increase knowledge and
understanding of the cultural and natural
values and their threats, to support sound
management and the assessment of this
Strategy.

3. Strategic and Management Action
Approach
Strategic actions and management actions
as interventions are provided in Part C
Management Themes, as recommended actions
at the end of each theme subject.

4. Management Arrangements with
Private Landholders
Surrounding Agriculture
The Moullean sits in a matrix of broad-acre
agricultural lands. The cultural and economic
value of these lands and their communities
is recognised by this Strategy and other
stakeholders.
Vertebrate pest control and fire management
should be managed and implemented with
due care and consultation with adjoining
landowners. Feral predator management
for nature conservation can also assist the
protection of valuable livestock. Activities
such as remnant habitat management,
restoration and revegetation, may involve
adjoining landowners and agricultural lands.
These factors are understood and considered
throughout the Strategy. Opportunities for
involvement in complementary management
and visitor support activities by adjoining
landholders on agricultural lands are also
provided for.
Involving Stakeholders
The success of this Strategy depends upon
the positive involvement of stakeholders to
implement its management ideals for the
Moullean, with the unique blend of reserve
categories, land uses and tenure-blind
requirements and primary conservation values.
The involvement and support of Noongar
people, NRM groups, adjacent landowners and
managers, visitors, tour operators, and other
interest groups is important to the conservation
of the Moullean’s primary values. Stakeholder
involvement can provide more effective and
integrated management of issues that are
influenced by activities beyond the boundaries
of the public reserves (e.g. available habitat,
The Moullean Conservation Management Strategy 2017 – 2037 19.

fire, weeds and introduced animals).
The involvement of Noongar people is vital
throughout the implementation processes
of this Strategy due to their distinctive and
enduring 50,000-year relationship with country
and the power and recent disenfranchisement of
that connecting relationship. Working together
with Noongar people to care for country will
afford heritage preservation and conservation
of the environment, improved connection
of Noongar people with their ancestors and
country, and enrich cross-cultural awareness
and relationships.
Stakeholders include Department of
Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions,
WWF-Australia, the Water Corporation, WA
Natural Resource Management, Wheatbelt
Natural Resource Management Inc, the Shires
of Bruce Rock, Kellerberrin and Quairading;
Njakinjaki and Ballardong Noongar people,
Greening Australia, WA Wildflower Society and
affiliated groups, Wheatbelt Tourism Centre,
adjoining landowners, visitors and volunteers.
The involvement and inclusion of stakeholders
is considered and provided for throughout
the Strategy for a broad range of themes from
direct management and interventions to
address threats, to the provision and receipt of
experiences and information. The resourcing
and implementation of the Strategy will require
the involvement of a number of stakeholders.

5. Management Arrangements with
Noongar People
Noongar people are traditional custodians
of the south west of Australia, they have an
unbroken relationship with the lands and
waters extending back in the order of 50,000
years (Hallam 1985).
The Ballardong Noongar Claim shows the
Moullean to be within the claim area (SWALSC
2014). The Njakinjaki Noongar people are part
of the Ballardong Noongar Claim group and
traditionally occupy the area that includes the
Moullean (Reg Hayden, pers. comm.).
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In 2012, the CALM Act was amended
specifically in relation to the involvement of
Aboriginal people on lands and waters managed
by the department. These changes recognise
Aboriginal connection to the land and enable
Aboriginal people to become more involved in
managing land and using parks and reserves
for customary activities (see Part D Secondary
Management Themes, 2 Managing Cultural
Heritage, 2.1 Noongar Heritage). Working
with Noongar people to manage the land and
encouragement of the use of Noongar language
and stories in place names and descriptions of
culture and nature in interpretation materials,
will bring cultural, spiritual and economic
benefits to Noongar people and will enhance the
department’s management of the land (Parks
and Wildlife 2016a).
The Conservation and Parks Commission
and the department support future joint
management arrangements with traditional
owners, which in the Moullean would involve
the Ballardong Native Title-holders and the
Njakinjaki people within that claim group.
These two Noongar groups join and broadly
correspond to the historical Aboriginal tribes
of the area (SWALSC 2014; Tindale 1974), with
the Moullean or ‘Mullean’ considered to be
close to the boundary of the two groups (Wood
Wilson 1981: Collard et al. in prep). (See Section
2.1 Noongar Cultural Heritage).

6. Administration and Resourcing
Resources will be directed as part of day-today operational reserve management by the
department by the Central Wheatbelt District
Manager, and in some cases by local authorities.
Further resources will be sought through
Wheatbelt NRM, State NRM and other suitable
grant bodies. Some activities may be able to
be undertaken by landowners with private
remnants and adjacent to public reserves as
agreed.
Achieved by:
1.

Increasing the profile of the Moullean to
attract attention and resources.
2. Identifying and reviewing Strategy

priorities for resourcing.
3. Developing of a conservation prospectus for
the Moullean.
4. Resourcing from a mixture of State
NRM Program grants; Commonwealth
Environment grant program funding;
private funding through landowner
involvement; offsetting opportunities;
partnerships with mining companies NRM
and NGOs; public appeals; salinity and
waterlogging mitigation.
5. Investigating suitable properties for
acquisition and inclusion into public
conservation estate in the Moullean;
include discussions with the department
acquisitions staff and the need to include
lands for strategic restoration.
6. Developing the Moullean as a Stepping
Stones project.

7. Term of the Strategy
The term of the Strategy is 20 years, in line with
the Conservation Reserve Management Plans
developed by the department under the CALM
Act. The term will be 20 years or until the
strategy is superseded by a new management
strategy or plan. A review may take place within
the term of the strategy.
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1. THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
1.1. Biogeography
The Interim Biogeographic Regionalisation
of Australia (Thackway and Cresswell 1995)
divides WA into 26 biogeographic regions,
based on dominant landscape characteristics
of climate, lithology, geology, landforms and
vegetation. It provides a standardised planning
framework across Australia against which to
evaluate the Comprehensiveness, Adequacy
and Representativeness (CAR) of the nature
conservation reserve network at protecting and
conserving Australia’s biodiversity.
The Avon Wheatbelt bioregion is situated in
the South West Botanical Regions of Western
Australia (Hopper and Gioia 2004), of which
93 per cent has been cleared predominantly for
agriculture (Beard 1990).
The Avon Wheatbelt bioregion is an area of
active drainage dissecting a Tertiary plateau
in Yilgarn Craton, with a gently undulating
landscape of low relief. AW2, is the name given
to the erosional surface of gently undulating
rises to low hills with breakaways, in the
western portion of the bioregion, (May and
McKenzie 2003). A rejuvenated drainage
system in AW2 results in continuous streams
that flow in years of average rainfall. Lateritic
uplands and associated sandplains support
proteaceous scrub-heath, while erosional slopes
and valley floors are dominated by wandoo,
York Gum, Rock Sheoak and Jam woodlands
(NACC 2005).
Agriculture is the primary land-use in this
bioregion, which is the most intensely farmed
region in WA (Beard 1990). The majority of
native vegetation has been cleared for cropping
and grazing enterprises, which is the biggest
constraint to achieving a CAR reserve network
in the wheatbelt (May and McKenzie 2003). In
addition, rising saline groundwater threatens
up to 30 per cent of the area. Hence, virtually
all remnants in this region are important for
biodiversity conservation and building towards
CAR targets (May and McKenzie 2003).
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The Moullean is an important component of the
Avon Wheatbelt 1 (AW1 - Merredin) subregion
of the Avon Wheatbelt bioregion, supporting
extant populations of threatened marsupials
(see Section 1.6 Native Animals and Habitats),
and having a diversity of representative
vascular flora including several threatened and
four endemic (see Section 1.5 Native Plants
and Vegetation). The Moullean contains
remnant bushland in the mostly cleared
central wheatbelt landscape. The bushlands are
representative of the central wheatbelt granites
and surrounding woodland communities, with
several uncommon and endemic plants and
threatened animals and therefore a very high
conservation value.
Only 1.7 per cent (about 166,331 hectares)
of the Avon Wheatbelt bioregion is within a
conservation reserve. Due to the large scale
clearing for agriculture and a resultant small
amount of remnant vegetation remaining
– a large amount on private property –
opportunities to increase the conservation
reserve system are limited. This situation
necessitates alternative conservation measures
to protect and increase the profile of nature
conservation in the wheatbelt.

1.2. Existing and Proposed Tenure
Existing Tenure
The existing tenure is varied for the six reserves
and other remnants of Moullean.
Mt Caroline, Gundaring and Nangeen Nature
Reserves and most of Mt Stirling and Kokerbin
Reserves are nature reserves under the CALM
Act 1984, vested in the WA Conservation
and Parks Commission and managed by the
department.
The eastern linear reserve section alongside
and contiguous with Kokerbin Nature Reserve

is vested for the purpose of recreation and
managed by the Shire of Bruce Rock. The area
around the old church on the south side of Mt
Stirling is managed by the Shire of Quairading.

makes it difficult to access without crossing
private property, and this requires some
consideration and resolution.
Proposed Tenure

The south western third of Gundaring rock,
west from Gundaring Nature Reserve is
privately owned. The southeastern corner and
north western side of Mt Stirling are privately
owned. Sales Rock between Mt Stirling and
Gundaring Nature Reserve is privately owned.
Gardiner Rock, south of Mt Caroline is privately
owned.
Other parcels of natural lands in the Moullean
are privately owned.
Two of the public nature reserves (Kokerbin
and Mt Stirling) have visitor facilities within
and adjacent on other land under shire
management. Four reserves have public roads
forming boundaries (Gundaring, Kokerbin, Mt
Stirling and Nangeen), presenting public access.
All of Mt Caroline Nature Reserve and most of
Nangeen Hill Nature Reserve are not accessible
to the public, due to the lack of road access
in the case of Mt Caroline and vermin proof
fencing around Nangeen Hill.
The public use of nature reserves is within the
definition of the reserve category when that
use is passive recreation as visiting on foot to
explore for interest. However, when public use
is encouraged and facilitated in nature reserves
through the development of picnic sites, signage
and interpretation, toilets and walk trails, that
use is outside the acceptable use of that reserve
category. As recreation facilities have been
developed in Kokerbin Nature Reserve, as well
as access roads, its reservation category should
be reviewed.
Mt Stirling and Gundaring Nature Reserves
have significant nature and culture conservation
interest, and are accessible off public roads, and
in part are included in the Wheatbelt Tourism
Granite Way drive trail. As such, they offer
interpretation and recreation opportunities
and their conservation category should be
reviewed to support this use and conservation.
Mt Caroline is also included in the Granite Way
drive trail, although its landlocked situation

The culture and nature conservation values
of the reserves of the Moullean are worthy of
greater national significance, albeit that the
values are often subtle and cryptic. Therefore,
these values are likely best placed for protection
and considerate sharing within a conservation
or national park category rather than as nature
reserves, and consideration of this should be
included in a review process. Further, the status
of other nature reserves and conservation parks
in the wider Wheatbelt as part of a Greater
Granites National Park system is worthy of
consideration and review to support a deserved
high profile for Wheatbelt nature and culture.
Conservation reserve category reviews are
normally undertaken as part of the department
and Conservation and Parks Commission
regional management planning process.
However, the regional plan for the department’s
Wheatbelt Region is in early draft form only
(CALM 2004), and therefore there is no current
guidance on the reserve purpose and category
or status review. This Strategy could inform and
support the completion of the Wheatbelt Region
Plan.
Management Arrangements with Private
Landholders
Considerable nature conservation values
occur on privately owned natural bushland
and granite rock remnants surrounding the
public Moullean reserves. These values include
populations of black-flanked rock-wallaby,
which move between rock systems as societal
dynamics provide (N. Moore pers. comm.).
The private remnants are greatly valued
as a part of the conservation network for
their significant habitats and animal and
plant occurrences; and with the support of
landowners concerned, deserve recognition as
adjuncts of the network. This could occur more
formally through conservation covenants or
other agreements with management agencies.
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Subject to the wishes of landowners, private
conservation remnants/reserves in the
Moullean may also be suitable for recreation
and interpretation use.

allowing movement of animals and the increase
in conservation and habitat capacity of the
reserve.

With adequate incentives and support, private
and public property remnants/reserves would
benefit from enhanced ecological connection
through revegetation and feral animal control

Objective 1: Conserve and enhance the natural, cultural and community values of the
Moullean through an informal network across all land tenures, including the formal
conservation reserves, other Crown lands and private property.
Achieved by:
1.

Periodically reviewing the tenure and purpose of all public land and consider changes in
vesting or purpose when appropriate.
2. Considering including the Moullean reserves into a broader Greater Granites National Park.
3. Identify opportunities to make strategic land purchases to add to the formal conservation
reserve system. Consult with land managers and owners to gauge interest and explore options
to achieve conservation outcomes across a range of other land tenures, including habitat
protection, restoration, and the creation of strategic landscape linkages between reserves and
private remnants.
4. Work with interested landowners to include and recognise private lands in the network as an
agreed private reserve category using a range of formal and voluntary mechanisms such as
covenants and Land for Wildlife.

1.3. Geology, Landforms and Soils
The Moullean lies within the southwestern
Province of the Yilgarn Block, the granite
dominated reserves lie as obdurate granite
rises on the sides of a wide ancient valley floor
through which the Salt River Flows, creating the
‘Moullean’ (Beard 1999; Twidale 1999).
Weathering of the landscape over millennia
has produced a gently undulating countryside
featuring distinctive granite outcrops
‘bornhardts’ of medium, course grained and
porphyritic adamellite rocks at the edges and
rising from the broad valley floor of the Salt
River. The higher plains either side of the Salt
River Valley are underlain by laterite (Twidale
1999).
The landforms can be partitioned into five
broad units in the Moullean as salt lakes, valley
floors, hill slopes, lateritic uplands and granite
outcrops (Verboom and Galloway 2004).
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Soils of the Moullean include salt lake, saline
and salt affected soils of the lowest parts of
valley floors; red valley loams as Salmon Gum
and Gimlet flats; undifferentiated upland soils
as hill slope duplexes; fresh granite soils; and
rock
outcrops
(Verboom
and Galloway 2004).
Granite
Wedding
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(McQuoid
2014).
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soils with
Wedding
Bushfrom
(Ricinocarpos
tuberculatus)
moss swards and Herbfields, to deeper granitic
loams with rock sheoak or queel (Allocasuarina
hugeliana) woodlands and proteaceous

tall shrublands. Yellow duplex sandplain
has species-rich kwongkan dominated by
proteaceous and myrtaceous plants, further
down-slope into valley floors tall open Eucalypt
woodlands predominate, and in the salt lakes
and drainages shrublands of Melaleuca and
lows heaths of Saltbush and Samphire dominate
the vegetation (Verboom and Galloway 2004).

•

•

1.4 Vegetation and Flora
The Moullean sits at the junction of the Hyden,
Narrogin and Wongan Botanical Districts
(Hopper and Gioia 2004).

•

The landscape of the Moullean has been cleared
of native vegetation for agriculture, leading to
the conservation challenges of fragmentation
and hydrological imbalance.
The vegetation and flora of the Moullean,
while fragmented, are in relatively good
condition. However, successful management of
existing vegetation and flora, restoration and
revegetation will improve on the current state.
Conservation priorities and management
actions for vegetation communities and flora
are apparent at different scales:
•

•

Vegetation as ecosystem and habitat
conservation, and restoration and
revegetation approaches.
Flora as threatened and conservation
priority flora within a direct threat
management approach.

•

Vegetation Communities
The vegetation communities reflect the range of
landforms and associated soil types as follows:
•

The Parks and Wildlife Wheatbelt Regional
Nature Conservation Plan (Parks and Wildlife
2016) identifies priorities and objectives for the
management of vegetation communities and
flora.

•

Threats to vegetation and flora include:

•

•

•

Climatic drying where growing season
rainfall is reducing limiting critical
regeneration support and increasing
potential fire frequency.
Hydrological imbalance leading to
secondary salinity and waterlogging that

impacts mostly drainage system and
valley floor woodland and shrubland
communities.
Fire regimes that limit or misplace
regeneration opportunities or increase
the ecological condition favourability for
disturbance opportunist weed species.
Potential phytophthora (Phytophthora
spp.) dieback infestation impacting
susceptible flora. Although phytophthora
dieback is not known from the central
Wheatbelt.
Herbivory, particularly on threatened
flora, by introduced rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus) and house mouse (Mus
musculus), as well as by black-flanked
rock-wallaby (Petrogale lateralis subsp.
lateralis), kangaroo (Macropus fuliginosus)
and euro (M. robustus). To some extent
impact on woodland trees by Mallee
ringneck parrot (Barnardius zonarius) and
galah (Cacatua roseicapilla).
Genetic inviability, where small populations
of usually rare flora set less seed through
the loss of pollinators or the effects of
inbreeding depression.

•

Samphire (Sarcocornia spp.) and
Frankenia (Frankenia spp.) low dense
shrublands in flats in the lowest part of the
Salt River and Lake Brown channel and
playa systems;
Mallee (Eucalyptus orthostemon),
Selaleuca (Melalueca thyoides, M.
cuticularis), Saltbush (Atriplex spp.)
shrublands in deeper soils, alongside
and within, drainage channel and playa
systems;
Salt Salmon Gum (E. salicola), Salt
River Gum (E. sargentii), Salt Mallet (E.
spathulata subsp. salina) and Gimlet (E.
salubris) woodlands of deeper sandy loams
of alluvial deposits as islands within and
sections alongside drainage channel and
playa systems;
Salmon Gum (E. salmonophloia), Gimlet
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(E. salubris), Red Morrel (E. longicornis),
York Gum (E. loxophleba subsp.
loxophleba), Yilgarn Gum (E. yilgarnensis),
Wandoo (E. wandoo), and Small-fruited
Gum (E. myriadena) woodlands on deeper
loams and loamy gravels of the broad valley
floors;
Open tall shrublands of Mallee (E. horistes,
E. moderata) and Jam (A. acuminata)
on sandy gravel loam rises of upper valley
floors in the Moullean;
Proteaceae (Grevillea petrophiloides,
Hakea prostrata, H. scoparia, Banksia
fraseri, B. purdieana, B. sessilis,
B. sphaerocarpa) and Myrtaceae
(Melalueca leptospermoides, M. scabra,
Leptospermum erubescens, Verticordia
spp.), sedge and rush (Lepidosperma
spp., Schoenus spp, Mesomelaena spp.,
Ecdeiocolea monostachya, Lepidobolus
sp.,) dominated kwongkan shrubland and
heath on sandy gravel rises;
Dense shrubland and heath of Tamma
(Allocasuarina campestris) and Black
Tamma (A. acutivalvis) on patches of
gravelly clay sand on rises;
Low woodland of York Gum (E. loxophleba
subsp. loxophleba), Rock Sheoak
(Allocasuarina hugeliana) and Rock Wattle
or Willywur (Acacia lasiocalyx) on sandy
granitic loams;
Low woodland of Rock Sheoak (A.
hugeliana), Firewood Banksia (B.
attenuata) and Acorn Banksia (B.
prionotes) on deep course sand on rises
adjacent to granites;
Closed shrubland of Grevillea magnifica,
One Sided Bottlebrush (Calothamnus
quadrifidus), Spiny Poison (Gastrolobium
spinosum) Granite Wedding Bush
(Ricinocarpos tuberculatus), Lasiopetalum
floribundum, Roadside Tea Tree
(Leptospermum erubescens) and Rock
Wattle or Willyurwur (A. lasiocalyx) on
granitic sandy loams surrounding and
among granite rocks;
Shrublands of Mallee (E. caesia subsp.
caesia) in soil pockets and beside granite
rocks of Mt Caroline, Mt Stirling and
Kokerbin rock;
Open shrubland of rock bottlebrush
(Kunzea pulchella) in soil pockets and rock
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•

•

•

fissures;
Low shrubland and sedgelands of
Tetratheca deltoidea (Mt Caroline), blind
grass (Stypandra glauca), and Hopper’s
sword sedge (Lepidosperma hopperi) in
soil pockets in rock fissures;
Herbfields of Pincushion (Borya
sphaerocephala), Rock Nancy (Wurmbea
tenella), Rock Fern (Chelianthes
austrotenuifolia), Asteraceae and
Orchidaceae, and moss and lichen. In
shallow soil lenses on granite rocks; and
Aquatic vegetation of Isotetes sp. and other
genera in gnammas on granites.

Some of the woodlands are included within the
Eucalypt Woodlands of the Western Australian
Wheatbelt as a Critically Endangered Ecological
Community under the EPBC Act. The listing
applies to eucalypt woodlands that are
reasonably intact and retain native understorey
vegetation and/or important habitat features
such as large trees with hollows, in patches over
two or five hectares depending on composition
and condition. Woodlands in the best, largely
undisturbed condition are now rare, especially
outside of nature reserves (Commonwealth of
Australia 2016).
The management of the threats to vegetation
communities will necessarily include protection
and restoration of degraded communities,
revegetation to replace vegetation patches
to increase and connect habitat patches and
provide forage, and the control of exotic
herbivorous pests – particularly rabbits.
Nangeen Hill Nature Reserve has been the focus
of vegetation restoration works to increase
cover and forage availability for the blackflanked rock-wallabies, and reduce weed burden
(D Collins pers. comm.).
The dominant vegetation communities are
woodland communities, they are also the most
degraded, particularly where they occur on
private lands. The involvement of adjacent
landowners in strategic restoration and
revegetation planning and implementation
will underpin the success of this intervention,
which will support conservation and amenity
improvement and agricultural protection.
Effective restoration, revegetation and

reconnection will require planning as a cross Moullean approach.
Management interventions and conservation
responses to mitigating threats are the
recommended approaches, through the
objective and actions detailed at the end of this
section.
Flora
The flora is relatively diverse, with the greatest
diversity found in the Kwongkan Shrubland
communities of sand and gravel rises and the
least among the woodland communities on
valley floors (Ericson R 1986).
Five taxa are known to be endemic to the
Moullean: Granite Tetratheca (Tetratheca
deltoidea), Gonocarpus intricatus,
Lasiopetalum moullean, Granite Wedding
Bush (Ricinocarpos tuberculatus) and Millotia

pilosa. The largest populations of two other
taxa are also within the Moullean, these being
Cowan’s Wattle (Acacia cowaniana) and
Grevillea magnifica subspecies magnifica
(Florabase 2016, N. Moore pers. comm.). Mt
Caroline is the type location of Eucalyptus
caesia subspecies caesia & Lasiopetalum
moullean (S. Hopper pers. comm.).
Several threatened and priority taxa occur in
the Moullean (Table 2). These rare taxa are
conservation priorities for management actions
to mitigate threats and increase the numbers
of individuals (Parks and Wildlife 2016). Three
of these have interim recovery plans which
were used to guide this Strategy: the Salt Mat
(Roycea pycnophylloides) (DEC 2006a),
Fitzgerald Mulla Mulla (Ptilotus fasciculatus),
and Granite Tetratheca (Tetratheca deltoidea)
(DEC 2001).

Table 2: Threatened, Priority and Conservation Significant Flora of the Moullean.
Taxon

Conservation Status

Strategy area location

Acacia cowaniana

Priority 2

Mt Caroline

Eucalyptus caesia subsp. caesia

Priority 4

Mt Caroline, Mt Stirling, Kokerbin Rock

Eremophila brevifolia

Priority 2

Mt Caroline

Gastrolobium callistachys

Priority 4

Nangeen Hill

Gonocarpus intricatus

Priority 4

Mt Stirling, Mt Caroline, Gundaring Rock, Nangeen Hill,
Kokerbin Rock

Grevillea petrophiloides subsp.

Recommended listing as

Gundaring Rock, Mt Caroline, Mt Stirling, Kondacutting

magnifica

Priority 3

Rock

Lasiopetalum moullean

Priority 2

Mt Caroline, Kokerbin Rock

Millotia pilosa

Priority 2

Mt Caroline, Kokerbin Rock, Mt Stirling, Gundaring Rock

Ptilotus fasciculatus

Priority 4

Glenluce Nature Reserve, Salt River, Kwolyin Nature
Reserve

Ricinocarpos tuberculatus

Priority 2

Kokerbin Rock, Nangeen Hill, Mt Caroline, Gundaring
Rock, Mt Stirling.

Roycea pycnophylloides

Threatened

Glenluce Nature Reserve, Salt River, Kwolyin Nature
Reserve

Tetratheca deltoidea

Threatened

Granite Wedding Bush (Ricinocarpos
tuberculatus) has only recently been listed as a
Priority 2 Flora. It is known only from the
granite rocks in the Moullean (Table 2). At the
time of writing it is being considered for listing
as a Declared Rare Flora species (Melanie

Mt Caroline

Smith pers comm. July 2017).
Grevillea petrophiloides subsp. magnifica
recommended listing as Priority 3 Flora. It
is common on granite rocks in the Moullean
(Table 2), otherwise known from three small
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and very disjunct populations: on private
property near Mukinbudin (N McQuoid pers.
obs.), and at Holt Rock and Fox Rock near Lake
King (Florabase July 2016).

adequacy of survey requirements and known
threatening processes exist that could affect
them. Such species are in need of further survey
(Parks and Wildlife 2015a).

Priority 3 Poorly - known species: Species that
are known from several locations, and the
species does not appear to be under imminent
threat, or from few but widespread locations
with either large population size or significant
remaining areas of apparently suitable habitat,
much of it not under imminent threat. Species
may be included if they are comparatively well
known from several locations but do not meet

Direct threats to flora include inappropriate
fire regimes, predominantly frequent fire (Prof.
S Hopper pers. comm.); ground disturbance,
soil and nutrient drift, weed invasion, disease,
herbivory from native and introduced animals,
and vegetation clearing. Broader threats include
drying trends and reduced winter rainfall due to
climate change (DPaW 2016b).

Objective 2: Conserve and protect the Moullean’s characteristic vegetation
communities, including threatened ecological communities, and populations of
threatened and priority flora species.
Achieved by:
1. Recognising the Moullean as a priority landscape for conservation of nature and culture,
and as an opportunity to develop a Stepping Stones project to focus and coordinate
management activities with the direct involvement of landowners, Noongar people and
Wheatbelt NRM.
2. Undertaking priority management actions to ameliorate the impacts of threatening
processes on the Moullean’s vegetation communities.
3. Implement and, where necessary develop, recovery plans and management strategies and
guidelines for threatened species and ecological community.
4. Reviewing the conservation status of the taxa recommended as Priority 3 in Table 2,
including increased survey effort and taxonomic research.
5. Accurately map the boundaries, condition and floristic variation of native vegetation across
all land tenures in the Moullean area, paying particular attention to Eucalypt woodlands of
the Western Australian Wheatbelt TEC to help guide priorities for vegetation management
and restoration.
6. Liaising with and providing advice to other land managers on managing and restoring
remnant vegetation
7. Investigate the disturbance regimes (water, erosion, fire) required to maintain the health
and extent of vegetation communities and threatened species.
8. Monitoring the effectiveness of management interventions through an adaptive
management framework, or using existing management and recovery plans or guidelines as
appropriate.
NOTE: Stepping Stones Program
Stepping Stones is a concept that enables the department and other natural resource managers
in the wheatbelt to better focus management upon the principles of sound social engagement
and ecological management to achieve improved project integration, maximise opportunities
and to protect important wildlife assets. When a “Stepping Stone” is identified, all stakeholders
involved in nature conservation within the wheatbelt can target management activities at a
strategic location where significant environmental benefits can be achieved. This promotes the
integration of activities and provides an established target for future funding, resources and
research projects.
Stepping Stones:
provides a framework for the integration of the department’s new and existing strategic
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priorities across the Wheatbelt Region. This framework will aid in the development of specific
projects (existing and new) so that there is integration, where possible, of the department
operational and research priorities encompassing all Services, Divisions and Programs;
brings together all (often competing) organisations involved in providing nature conservation
and land management outcomes such as government, non-government organisations, private
landowners, commercial enterprises and community organisations to achieve common wildlife
protection goals.
The Stepping Stone Framework:
• is used to develop potential “Stepping Stones”;
• is a tool for engagement and to broker support and resources with land managers described
above;
• provides a baseline to assess specific project progress and project control; and
• serves as an overarching document that articulates the principles for existing and new
projects.

1.5 Native Fauna and Habitat
The Moullean fauna reflects the range of
habitats present in the altered contemporary
central wheatbelt. Most wheatbelt vertebrate
animal species have distributions that also
encompass either the arid inland or the wetter
environments to the west and southwest.

•

Extensive native vegetation clearing for
agriculture and introduction of exotic animals,
plants and disease has greatly reduced the
diversity of species and distribution in the
Wheatbelt. In the 1840’s the granite hills of the
Moullean formed the habitat of thousands of
“rock kangaroos” (Wood Wilson 1981).

•

The Moullean reserves retain only four of the 46
species of native mammals that remain in the
Wheatbelt. The Moullean habitats support, or
once supported, a variety of native fauna. The
habitats include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

saline drainage and salt lake/playa wetlands
and Samphire vegetation;
fresh to brackish wetland and drainages
with algae mats and sedge vegetation;
inter-drainage low sand dunes and lenses,
and their shrubland vegetation;
sandy loam plains of valley floors with
woodland vegetation;
sand, sandy gravel and gravel rises with
kwongkan and Mallee vegetation;
sand lenses with tall Proteaceous shrubland
and low woodland vegetation;

•
•

•

sand lenses with low eucalypt woodland
vegetation;
rocky granite rises with large boulder
scatters, overhangs, crevices and caves;
open granite rock sheets with flat rock
exfoliation, fissures and pavements as
cover;
grass and herb understoreys for forage
provision;
pan, armchair and pit gnammas as
ephemeral wetlands on open granite rock
sheets.

This range of habitats extends over a range of
land tenures, including nature reserve, road
reserve, water reserve, recreation reserves,
Shire reserves, unallocated Crown land and
private land. This presents a range of habitat
and nature conservation securities that require
a variety of measures including more inclusive
approaches to ensure habitat security and
effectiveness (Turpin et al. 2009).
Only a few isolated pockets of bushland now
remain in the Wheatbelt that are large and
varied enough to continue to provide habitat
for the remaining species (Burbidge and
McKenzie 1989). This fragmentation presents
an opportunity for restoration, revegetation
and reconnection of habitats. Thus interpreting
the natural and cultural values of the wheatbelt
nature and involving the community in its
conservation is critical.
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The fauna of the Moullean is not well
understood, save for a solid understanding of
black-flanked rock-wallaby (Pearson 2013), and
to a lesser extent the bird fauna (Hobbs 2015).
Survey efforts have been limited, although a
relatively recent desktop survey provides a
useful snapshot and discussion on past and
present fauna of Kokerbin Nature Reserve
(Turpin et al. 2009). Further investigation and
community involvement is needed to improve
information about the presence and distribution
of fauna. This will aid the development of
plans and priorities for habitat restoration and
reconnection programs, predator management
and translocation initiatives.

Vertebrates
The number of mammal species found in
the Avon Wheatbelt Bioregion has declined
considerably since European settlement, with
six species no longer found in this area and two
species presumed extinct (Beecham 2003). This
decline has been attributed primarily to the
introduction of the red fox (Abbott et al 2014).
However, other factors such as broad scale land
clearing, predation by feral cats, competition
from rabbits, disease and altered fire regimes
have also had a significant impact (Burbidge
and McKenzie 1989).
Only five species of native mammal are known
to still exist in the Moullean: Yonger or western
grey kangaroo (Macropus fuliginosus), echidna,
(Tachyglossus aculeatus), moorerung or euro
(Macropus robustus), the threatened blackflanked rock-wallaby (Petrogale lateralis
lateralis), and the now rare coomal or
brush-tailed possum (Trichosurus vulpecula
hypoleucus) (Table 3). The Moullean has
suffered significant decline in medium and
small mammals, with cryptic species such
as, western pygmy possum (Cercartetus
concinnus), and red-tailed wambenger
(Phascogale calura) not having been observed
for many years and apparently locally extinct
(Turpin et al. 2009). The historic existence of
the dalgyte or bilby (Macrotis lagotis) and pigfooted bandicoot (Chaeropus ecaudatus) in the
early European exploration of the area, and of
mallee fowl (Leipoa ocellata) in the 1960’s were
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reported by York-Main (1967).
The Recovery plan for five species of rock
wallabies (Pearson 2013) is used as a key
guiding document for this Strategy and recovery
for black-flanked rock-wallabies.
Seventy two species of birds have been recorded
in the Moullean (Hobbs 2014), including one
(peregrine falcon) that is gazetted as specially
protected (Table 3). This diversity of birds is
probably a reflection of the range of habitats,
although the diversity could be higher given
historical records and increased survey effort
(Turpin et al 2009).
Carnaby’s cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus
latirostris) is known to exist in or visit the
area for breeding (Parks and Wildlife 2013a).
Carnaby’s cockatoo is listed as Fauna that is
rare or likely to become extinct: Endangered
Fauna under the Wildlife Conservation Act
1950 (Govt. of WA 2015), and Endangered (EN)
under the EPBC Act 1999.
Focused field surveys of reptile fauna have not
been undertaken recently in the Moullean.
However, the 2009 Turpin et al desktop
survey yielded relatively recent records
of reptile fauna for Kokerbin Hill Nature
Reserve, notably: karda or Gould’s goanna
(Varanus gouldii), dugite (Pseudonaja affinis),
gwardar (P. nuchalis), Kulari or ornate dragon
(Ctenophorus ornatus), and Stimson’s python
(Antaresia stimsoni). No recent observations
of the carpet python (Morelia spilota) were
recorded, however it is believed that it may still
occur in the Moullean (Turpin et al 2009). The
carpet python is gazetted as specially protected
(Table3).
No field surveys of frog species have been
undertaken in the Moullean. The 2009
desktop fauna survey of Kokerbin Hill found
no recent records of amphibians. The survey
suggested that a number of burrowing
species are expected including the turtle frog
(Myobatrachus gouldii), western spotted
frog (Heleioporus albopunctatus), several
Neobatrachus species and the crawling toadlet
(Pseudophryne guentheri) (Turpin et al).
Further surveys of the Moullean are required to
understand the reptile and frog fauna.

At a State level, the department has the
statutory responsibility under the Wildlife
Conservation Act for fauna conservation, and
all fauna native to WA is protected under this
Act. The Act provides for the Minister for
Environment to declare fauna species to be
specially protected under one of four Schedules
(Government of WA 2015) for the following
reasons:

Invertebrates
Very little is known of the invertebrates of the
Moullean, with only a desktop survey of Turpin
et al in 2009 known. This study found that
the conservation of significant invertebrates the shield-backed trapdoor spider (Idiosoma
nigrum), cricket (Ixalodectes flectocercus),
and at least 3 species of mygalomorph spiders
(Teyl spp.) - are likely to occur in the Moullean
(Turpin et al 2009). Empty shells of the native
land snail (Bothriembryon praecelsus) have
been recorded at Mt Caroline (N. Moore pers.
comm.).

•

•
•

Termites have been observed to be present.
These colonising insects are an important
component of the fauna of the Wheatbelt,
performing a crucial role in nutrient cycling
and maintaining soil structure. The termite
(Coptotermes acinaciformis raffrayi), is the
only species that forms hollows in wandoo trees
and, as such, may be considered an important
and to some extent a keystone taxon (DEC
2011).

•

they are rare or likely to become extinct
(commonly referred to as ‘threatened’)
(Schedule 1);
they are presumed to be extinct but may be
rediscovered (Schedule 2);
they are subject to international
agreements, such as JAMBA, CAMBA or
ROKAMBA (Schedule 3) (see Section 7
Legislative Framework); or
they are in need of special protection, other
than for the above reasons (e.g. they are
uncommon or have commercial value)
(Schedule 4).

The department also classifies species into one
of five IUCN categories: extinct (EX), shown
on Schedule 2; and extinct in the wild (EW),
critically endangered (CR), endangered (EN)
or vulnerable (VU), all listed on Schedule 1.
At time of publishing a new Conservation
Biodiversity Act 2016 is in place, however the
new regulations are still to be developed.

There is also likely to be aquatic fauna
inhabiting granite rock pools, but no study has
been undertaken on this.
Threatened fauna
The Commonwealth’s EPBC Act provides a
listing of nationally threatened fauna species.
Threatened fauna are also listed at international
level in the IUCN (World Conservation Union)
Red List of Threatened Animals (1994).

There are four species of specially protected
wildlife known from the Moullean (Wildlife
Conservation (Specially Protected Fauna)
Notice 2015 (Govt. of WA 2015) (Table 3).

Table 3: Threatened and locally rare vertebrate fauna of the Moullean.

1

Taxon

Common name

Presence

Conservation Status

Petrogale lateralis lateralis

Moorang1 /Moororong/
bokal, black-flanked rockwallaby

Present, fluctuating,
locally Moullean

•
•
•

Endangered WA
Vulnerable Commonwealth
Vulnerable IUCN

Calyptorhynchus latirostris

Ngoolark, Carnaby’s
cockatoo

Present seasonally
(apparently)
Moullean

•
•
•

Endangered WA
Endangered Commonwealth
Endangered IUCN

Falco peregrinus

Peregrine falcon

Present
Moullean

•
•

Conservation Dependent WA
Least Concern IUCN

Morelia spilota

Wargal or wakal1, carpet
python

Locally rare, possibly
extant Moullean

•

Least Concern IUCN

Trichosurus vulpecula
hypoleucus

Brush-tailed possum

Locally rare

•

Least Concern IUCN

Wheatbelt NRM 2010
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The department prepares and implements
recovery plans and wildlife management
programs for threatened fauna according
to priorities determined in consultation
with the Commonwealth Department of
the Environment and Energy, Conservation
and Parks Commission (WA), and relevant
consultative committees. There are existing
interim recovery plans for black-flanked
rock-wallaby (Pearson 2013), Carnaby’s black
cockatoo (Parks and Wildlife 2013) and woylie
(Yeatman and Groom 2012), and a draft
recovery plan for the wheatbelt populations of
wambenger (DEC 2009).

Black-flanked rock-wallaby
The Wheatbelt populations of black-flanked
rock-wallaby (Petrogale lateralis lateralis)
are an important part of the overall number
of individuals and genetic diversity of the
subspecies. They occupy a fraction of what was
once the major distribution of the subspecies in
south-western WA. (Pearson 2013).
The continued recovery of the black-flanked
rock-wallaby populations requires an integrated
strategy to control feral cats and foxes, and
restore and increase available habitat, as well
as investigating novel management options
(Kinnear pers. comm.; Kinnear et al. 2016).
Individuals from the Moullean populations
of black-flanked rock-wallaby have formed
the basis of re-introductions to other areas,
including Murchison River Gorge in Kalbarri
National Park, Avon Valley National Park,
Paruna Sanctuary on the Avon River, and Cape
Le Grande National Park (Pearson 2013).
The natural dispersal of black-flanked rock
wallabies from Mt Caroline, Nangeen Hill and
Mt Stirling to nearby suitable rocky habitat
on private lands and at Kokerbin Rock Nature
Reserve has also occurred as the populations
increase (N. Moore pers. comm.).
Fox and feral cat 1080 baiting in the nature
reserves in the Moullean has seen the blackflanked rock-wallaby populations fluctuate
considerably since fox baiting began in the mid
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1980’s. The initial response saw populations
increase dramatically until around 1998 and
then decline rapidly to a low point in 2011.
This collapse is considered to be due to a fear
of predators changing foraging behaviour
(Kinnear pers. comm.; Kinnear et al. 2016).
Since 2011 with increased predator control and
the construction of a predator-exclusion fence
around Nangeen Hill, the Moullean population
has recovered with a total population of
approximately 300 animals (C. Pentland pers.
comm.).
It is important to continue to control foxes
and feral cats to protect rock-wallabies and to
sensitively manage their numbers and habitat
(Kinnear et al. 2016). Translocations of rockwallabies to other sites will reduce overgrazing.
Better control of foxes & feral cats, including on
agricultural land that surrounds the outcrops,
could reduce the incidence of predators and
allow further movement of rock-wallabies
throughout the habitat. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that rock-wallaby movements are
restricted in the presence of introduced
predators, leading to overgrazing in areas closer
to their habitat (C. Pentland pers comm).
Enhancing and increasing habitat and
connectivity would support the improvement
in carrying capacity for black-flanked rockwallaby in the Moullean. A program to develop
habitat enhancement, increase and connection
is recommended in sections 1.1 Biogeography
and 1.5 Vegetation and Flora), and is supported
by Action 7 in the Rock-wallaby Recovery Plan
(Pearson 2013). In addition, this expansion
program could include the consideration of
the establishment of strategically placed forage
patches, artificial predator refuges away from
outcrops, and broader landscape scale predator
control to support rock-wallaby population
sustainability (J Kinnear pers. comm.).

Other fauna re-introductions
The Moullean could contribute to the
conservation of threatened fauna by providing
secure habitat for the re-introduction of fauna
once found in the area but now thought to

be locally extinct, initially within the feral
predator proof enclosure at Nangeen Hill
Reserve. Several animals once common in the
Wheatbelt, but now locally extinct, have also
been successfully re-introduced to Wadderin
Reserve (Short and Hide 2014, 2015, DEC 2014)
near Narembeen, around 70 km east of the
Moullean. These include quenda, or southern
brown bandicoot (Isoodon obesulus), coomal or
brush-tailed possum (Trichosurus vulpecula),
tammar wallaby (Macropus eugenii), redtailed wambenger (Phascogale calura), woylie
(Bettongia penicillata subsp. ogilbyi), and
malleefowl (Leipoa ocellata).
Returning locally extinct vertebrate species
to the Moullean may form part of a broader
landscape ecological restoration program
complementing Dryandra and Wadderin. This
may develop new secure populations of priority
fauna including the bilby (Macrotis lagotis),
coomal or brush tailed possum, tammar
wallaby (Macropus eugenii), western brush or
black-gloved wallaby (M. irma), woylie, redtailed wambenger, quenda, southern brown
bandicoot, malleefowl and southern stone
curlew (Burhinus grallarius).

Vegetation habitat arrangement and
connectivity
The Moullean comprises around 30 granite rise,
valley floor, salt lake landform and vegetation
‘islands’ within a largely cleared broad-acre
agricultural landscape (Map 2). In some cases,
narrow and patchy corridors of uncleared
vegetation remain along roadsides and along
ridges linking remnants. In addition, some
landowners have revegetated areas to form
corridors between some remnants, through
NRM and self- funded projects. For many
animals, movement between blocks is necessary
on a daily, seasonal or intermittent basis, to
enable them to find food, shelter, breeding sites
or partners (Hussey et al. 1991; Pearson 2013).
Corridors may also provide a range of other
benefits.
The landscape recovery program could
incorporate connectivity and a considerable
increase in habitat availability and quality. If
extended west to embrace Charles Gardiner and
Moulien Nature Reserves, significantly greater
habitat value and area could also be enabled.
This program could be badged as a Stepping
Stones project.

Objective 3: Conserve and protect existing native animals and their habitats, with a
focus on threatened species, and investigate the re-introduction of other key fauna
species.
Achieved by:
1. Identifying and managing critical fauna habitat to mitigate from key threatening processes.
2. Encouraging and supporting the development of more effective fox and cat predator control
techniques.
3. Supporting the Wheatbelt NRM and Western Shield feral predator control programs.
4. Implementing priority management and recovery actions in accordance with policies,
wildlife management programs and species recovery plans.
5. Seeking to establish, enhance and protect vegetation corridors as habitat and forage
patches between the Moullean remnants as a landscape/ecological restoration initiative, in
consultation with neighbours, catchment groups, Wheatbelt NRM and local authorities.
6. Encouraging research into the taxonomy, distribution, ecology and management of
vertebrate and invertebrate fauna, particularly threatened species and short-range endemics.
7. Facilitating support for fauna conservation by encouraging and promoting the use of the
Moullean for nature-based tourism purposes (see Section 3 Managing Visitor Use).
8. Continuing to inform the community about the values of connected habitats, corridors and
roadside reserve initiatives, and of fox and cat baiting and trapping programs.
9. Interpreting, providing information and educating people about the importance of rocks
as cultural and habitat forming importance (see section 3 Access, Recreation Visitors and
Information).
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1.6 Visual Landscape
Landscape management is based on the premise
that the visual quality of any landscape is a
resource in its own right and can be assessed
and managed in much the same way as other
resource values, such as fauna, flora, water and
recreation. The role of landscape management
is to ensure that all uses and activities are
planned and implemented to complement
rather than detract from the inherent visual
quality of the environments in which they occur
(DEC 2011).

•

•

•
Every landscape has an identifiable visual
character determined by its context of
geomorphology, hydrology, soils, vegetation,
land-use and cultural heritage values. Most
people’s understanding and response to their
environment is largely visual (CALM 1994).
Landscape management is concerned with
the management of landforms, vegetation and
water resources so as to maintain or improve
their visual quality (DEC 2011).
Imposed changes to the landscape such
as tracks, firebreaks, roads, campsites,
infrastructure and signs/barriers etc should
be subordinate to the established natural, and
in the case of the wheatbelt, cultural visual
character. This also assists in developing a
sense of place important in connecting people
to landscapes, particularly local communities.
Visual management guidelines
(from DEC 2011)
•

Alterations to the natural landscape should

•

•

be subtle, remaining subordinate to natural
elements by borrowing extensively from
form, line, colour, texture and scale found
commonly in the surrounding landscape.
Site-specific visual resource factors should
be carefully identified and evaluated before
any management activities are undertaken.
Facilities and activities that utilise and yet
disturb little of the natural environment
should be encouraged, for example, walking
tracks and small picnic sites.
Degraded landscapes, e.g. gravel pits,
should be rehabilitated after use.
Where structures are required they should
be sympathetic in design, materials
and colour to complement surrounding
landscape elements and be carefully sited
away from major natural focal points, out of
viewer sight-lines and where vegetation or
landform screening can be utilised.
Fire management operations should
incorporate prescriptions and techniques
that minimise visual impacts.

The Moullean is of considerable visual
character, as a granite outcrop archipelago,
laying at the confluence of the Yilgarn Lockhart
and Salt Rivers (the ‘Moullean’) in the Salt River
valley, within a historic agricultural landscape,
and of reverence to Noongar people. The drive
along the Kellerberrin - Yoting Rd is considered
to be a quality scenic drive recommended by
the Central Wheatbelt Visitor Centre. This set
of features presents an extensive natural and
cultural landscape, worthy of a much greater
profile as much for its visual character as its
natural and cultural values.

Objective 4: Characterise, maintain and enhance the visual resources and quality
of the Moullean landscape, incorporating the diversity of natural and modified
elements.
Achieved by:
1. Characterising and developing a Moullean landscape character identity.
2. Assessing and maintaining the visual quality of the landscape in line with its determined
character and existing guidelines.
3. Rehabilitating old tracks, gravel and sand pits, erosion, unused agricultural land parcels, and
other landscape scars.
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2. CULTURAL HERITAGE
The cultural heritage of the Moullean is of
prime importance to the wheatbelt and wider
community of Western Australia. Cultural
heritage complements natural heritage as
a conservation imperative, and is a source
of enjoyment and wonder for visitors and
investigators.

2.1. Noongar Heritage
There is sufficient archaeological evidence to
indicate that Noongar Aboriginal people have
occupied the south-west of Western Australia
almost certainly for 40, 000 years (Merrilees et
al. 1973, Hallam 2014) and, possibly, for as long
as 50,000 years (Hallam 1981).
The Moullean is within the Njakinjaki language
group of the Noongar Community, with Mt
Caroline or Chirrining and Mt Stirling or
Candenup lying along and identifying the
western edge of Njakinjaki country (Tindale
1974; Collard et al in prep); Reg Hayden pers.
comm.). The South West Aboriginal Land
and Sea Council (SWALSC) Ballardong Land
Claim (SWALSC 2014) includes the lands of the
Njakinjaki people.
The south-west was the first region of Western
Australia affected by European settlement.
Within about 50 years of the founding of
the Swan River Colony in 1829, the local
traditional Aboriginal lifestyle had all but
disappeared as the new dominant culture set
about transforming most of this region into
an agricultural-based economy. As a result
of agricultural activities most of the original
vegetation was cleared, leaving isolated areas
of native vegetation (DEC 2011). This situation
is starkly evident in the wheatbelt landscape in
which the Moullean sits (Map 1).
The Noongar people know the Moullean area
of the group of larger four granite outcrops
(Mt Caroline or Chirrining, Mt Stirling or
Candenup, Gundaring and Kokerbin or
Kaagabin) and the intersecting Salt River

system as the ‘Moullean’, and it has very great
cultural significance. They consider the area
was occupied by a powerful snake-like ancestorspirit, the Moulack. As told to explorer John
Forrest by Njakinjaki man and fellow explorer
assistant Tommy Windich, who came from
Candenup (Mt Stirling). Kokerbin Rock is
known as an important site, with separate
places for men’s business and women’s business
(Collard et al in prep). In the 1840’s it was
known that the granite hills of the Moullean
formed the habitat of thousands of “rock
kangaroos”, and this abundance of game was
among the reasons for the area’s importance to
its Aboriginal inhabitants (Wood Wilson 1981).
One Archaeological site in the Moullean is
registered with the Department of Indigenous
Affairs at Kokerbin Rock as an artefact scatter,
ceremonial, rock shelter site (DAA Search
site 5706). Further survey efforts may reveal
more archaeological sites, and including other
sites as stone arrangements and scarred trees.
Notwithstanding, the areas have not been
comprehensively surveyed for Noongar sites
and it is likely that others exist.
The Moullean is of great cultural significance
to Noongar people, with Noongar occupation
and links to both areas evident in the form of
archaeological sites (DAA Search 5706) and
the continued, and increasing interest of local
Noongar people in retaining, re-establishing
and appropriately sharing cultural connections
to the land.
There has been a significant resurgence of
interest in Noongar culture in recent years.
Many Aboriginal people in the south-west
are seeking a more active and cooperative
relationship with the department concerning
management and use of the conservation estate
and other natural bushlands in the wheatbelt
(DEC 2011). Noongar concerns centre on the
preservation of sites, other interests include
continued connection with the Moullean (Wood
Wilson 1981; Collard et al in prep) or Moullean
for cultural activities, maintaining knowledge
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of places, plants, animals and stories, and
conducting guided tours.
The ability to carry out customary activities
including hunting and gathering of food, is
an important part of Aboriginal culture as
it defines Aboriginal people’s fundamental
connection to the land, in that it “…expresses
the vital linkage of Aboriginal people to their
country, reinforces their spiritual beliefs
governing their existence and responsibility for
their land, and provides a means for passing on
social and cultural knowledge to their children”
(Law Reform Commission of WA 2006).
In addition, the native title determinations of
the SWALSC led land title claims (SWALSC
2014) have conferred rights and interests in
relation to customary purposes within those
areas (see Part B Management Purpose and
Directions, 8 Management arrangements with

Noongar people).
Local Noongar people identified Kokerbin
Rock and Candenup or Mt Stirling, as favoured
locations for cultural activities, including
camping, and passing on cultural knowledge,
to the younger generation. Kokerbin Rock and
Candenup/Mt Stirling are used for commercial
Noongar tourism enterprise to share Noongar
culture and nature with clients and visitors.
Cultural activities, including Noongar Cultural
tourism, will require careful monitoring with
the involvement of Noongar people, to ensure
they are sustainable and do not adversely affect
other users, including neighbours.
Noongar customary activities and cultural
tourism present opportunities to enhance the
conservation and interpretation of nature and
culture, and support for quality experiences and
interactions will be of broad benefit.

Objective 5: Protect and conserve Noongar cultural heritage in consultation and
with the involvement of traditional owners and other relevant stakeholders.
Achieved by:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

Liaising with the Njakinjaki and Ballardong title-holders, Department of Aboriginal Affairs,
SWALSC, Wheatbelt NRM and other relevant stakeholders regarding the appropriate
investigation, protection, conservation, restoration and management of Noongar heritage
sites.
Involving Noongar people in all aspects of cultural conservation and celebration.
Naming cultural and recreational sites, prominent features and/or reserves with Noongar
names where appropriate, and supporting dual naming for existing sites and reserves,
including the use of the Moullean
Ensuring that the Noongar cultural heritage values inform and guide other management
actions.
Ensuring that people working in the Moullean are trained in Noongar heritage site
identification, and record and submit site information to the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs.
Providing culturally appropriate education, information and interpretation on Noongar
cultural heritage to promote awareness and appreciation.
Consistent with legislation, supporting Noongar traditional owners to pursue customary
activities on public conservation estate and enter into local area arrangements to ensure
public safety and the protection of flora and fauna.
Consulting with Noongar people on the recognition and conservation of cultural stone
arrangements.
Interpreting, providing information and educating people about the importance of rocks
as cultural and habitat forming importance (see section 3 Access, Recreation Visitors and
Information).
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2.2. Other Cultural Heritage
The Moullean has a rich European heritage
associated with early explorers of the wheatbelt,
and with agriculture, pastoralism and
settlement. However, the depth and detail of the
history and sites are not well or broadly known,
with information and sources scattered.
European exploration of the area was to find
land suitable for agriculture and for minerals.
Government Surveyor, John Septimus Roe,
explored east of Perth during 1836 for about
180 miles (290 km) (Uren 1967), where he
named many natural features. Charles Cooke
Hunt traversed the area during 1864 to 1866,
during this period he was responsible for the
sinking of wells to assist the further exploration
of the interior to the east of the settlement of
York.
Pastoral activity began in the area in the
mid-1800s, which saw the beginning of
extensive clearing for agriculture in the region
that continued until the 1970’s. Agricultural
development and associated settlements,
including the provision of fresh water, are the
dominant other Australian human history of the
Moullean.

Evidence of early water provision and
agricultural activities can also be seen at
Kokerbin Rock, where a stone lined well,
constructed by Hunt’s party has been restored.
Another well of unknown origin is at Gundaring
Rock. In 1931, the Mt Stirling community built
a church at the southern base of Mt Stirling
constructed out of bush timber, tee tree and
hessian lining.
In 1979 the Australia International Council on
Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) adopted a
charter for the conservation of places of cultural
significance, now known as the Australia
ICOMOS Burra Charter, 1999 (Burra Charter).
The charter has been widely adopted as the
standard for heritage conservation practice
in Australia and applies to all types of places
of cultural significance including natural,
Indigenous and historic places with cultural
values (DEC 2011).
The European Heritage of the Moullean is of
significant local community value. As such its
investigation, registration, conservation and
interpretation are of importance.

Objective 6: Protect, conserve, record and interpret other cultural heritage in
consultation with relevant stakeholders.
Achieved by:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Developing a program to identify, research, document and map other Australian cultural
heritage in the Moullean.
Managing access and maintaining and monitoring known or identifiable Australian cultural
heritage.
Liaison with the Heritage Council of WA, WA Museum, local government, the Burra Charter,
and other relevant organisations, and the local community regarding the appropriate
protection, conservation and management of heritage sites.
Involving the landowner community in the investigation and conservation of other
Australian heritage on their properties.
Ensuring that other Australian cultural heritage values inform and guide management
actions.
Providing appropriate information and interpretation on other Australian cultural heritage
to promote awareness and appreciation.
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3. MANAGING KEY THREATENING PROCESSES
3.1. Climate and Climate Change
The Moullean Reserves experience a
Mediterranean climate with warm to hot, dry
summers and mild, wet winters. The rainfall
patterns of the Wheatbelt are considered to be
in decline during the Winter/Spring growing
season (Guthrie et al 2014).
Declining rainfall over a long period can affect
plants and animals, this will likely include the
ability of plant communities to survive and
regenerate, which may lead to alteration and
decline in the structure of vegetation and the
distribution patterns of some species (DEC
2011).
The often extreme and prolonged heat of
extended summers, together with drier winters,
can affect fire frequency and vegetation
communities and habitats. Fire is cited as the
main disturbance event leading to changes in
vegetation structure, although other events such
as windstorms, drought and thunderstorms
may all significantly acutely affect the
vegetation and fauna of the Wheatbelt (DEC
2011).

Observed and Projected Climate Change
In the southwest of WA, climate change,
combined with natural variability, has
contributed to an observed decline in rainfall
(IOCI 2012), especially in early winter.
Future climate change projections for the
southwest of WA are for continued warming
(increased mean annual temperature) and
reduced rainfall (IPCC 2013), with slightly less
warming in coastal areas. The Indian Ocean
Climate Initiative (IOCI 2012) projects a rise in
temperature in all seasons in the southwest by
2030 as well as more declines in Winter rainfall.
Catchments can expect more reductions in
runoff, with more extreme weather and more
frequent and prolonged droughts. Changes in
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ground moisture, temperature and vegetation
may also lead to more frequent and vigorous
fire behaviour in traditionally cooler months
and more days of very high and extreme fire
danger (Williams et al. 2001).
The potential impacts of climate change
on biodiversity are uncertain and poorly
understood, although the southwest of WA
is considered to be at considerable risk of
significant biodiversity loss (IPCC 2012).
Potential direct impacts on biodiversity include
changes in animal and plant physiology,
changes in life cycle timing, and changes in
species distribution and abundance. Indirect
impacts may arise from changes in species
competition and predation, or through
alteration to the nature and intensity of existing
biodiversity pressures (e.g. disease, salinisation,
density and distribution of weeds, erosion,
habitat fragmentation and loss of wetlands)
(DEC 2011).

Responses to Climate change
In Western Australia, a climate change and
adaptation strategy is being developed. The
department is modelling biodiversity responses
and vulnerability of WA’s plants and animals to
climate change, and development of a climatebiodiversity strategy (DEC 2011).
At the individual reserve level, implementing
strategies that create and expand reserves,
control introduced animals and weeds, manage
fire, and re-introduce or translocate threatened
native plants and animals, will help improve
the resilience of species and ecosystems and
hence decrease their vulnerability to climate
change. A system of monitoring sites and their
use is useful to ensure any changes to ecosystem
composition and structure is quickly detected,
enabling remedial strategies to be developed
and implemented in a timely manner.

Objective 7: Understand and consider the effects of climate change on the
Moullean’s biota, and design and implement mitigation measures to improve its
resilience.
Achieved by:
1.

Investigating the potential vulnerability of species and communities to climate change (in
particular species, ecological communities and habitats of special conservation significance
or likely to be highly vulnerable to climate change) (Wardell Johnston et al. 2009),
particularly those associated with granite rock landforms.
2. Adapting climate change management approaches as necessary in response to new
knowledge or changes in state-wide climate-biodiversity strategies.
3. Designing and protecting adequate and appropriate space within the reserve system to
create and provide buffers, corridors and climate refugia (e.g. implementing additions and
connecting to the conservation estate as indicated in Section B 5 Proposed and Existing
Tenure).
4. Effectively managing a range of other threatening processes to maximise resilience.

3.2. Hydrology and Catchment Protection
The Salt River Valley, which the Moullean
itself signifies, lies at the base of the system.
The Moullean is also the confluence of the Salt,
Yilgarn and Lockhart Rivers and associated
playa systems. It is a significant catchment
landmark that flows through a mixture of
private land, unmanaged reserves, Kwolyin
and Moulien Nature Reserves and unallocated
Crown land in the area adjacent to the
Moullean.
The broad hydrology of the Wheatbelt
landscape, in which the Moullean sits, is not
fully understood and appears to be as complex
as the soil and vegetation systems with
which it interacts (George et al 2008). Some
hydrological relationships seem paradoxical
where saline systems appear to support large
trees, as is the case on saline soils in drainages
and adjacent valley floors such as the Salt River
Valley where Salt River Gum (Eucalyptus
salicola), the endemic Salt River mallet (E.
spathulata subsp. salina) and Salt Gum (E.
sargentii subsp. sargentii) occur (McQuoid
2014). In these situations, freshwater/
saltwater separations caused by the layering
of soil systems probably provides support and
moisture for the larger trees via their spreading
root systems. Other vegetation communities

occupying the saline drainages include oftendense shrubby thickets of Melaleuca (Melaleuca
thymoides), and Saltbush (Atriplex spp.) and
Samphire (Sarcocornia spp.) low shrublands on
the lowest most dynamic sites.
The Moullean reserves and private remnants
occupy rises in the Salt River valley, where they
form water-gaining parts of the catchment.
The granite rock sheets provide catchment
and runoff for rainwater, and the surrounding
loamy sand and sand depositional soils hold the
water in lenses over clay subsoils. These small
mid-slope aquifers are evidenced by several
windmills dotting the landscape, put in place to
access water for stock.
Protection of the catchments within and in
the immediate surround of the Moullean is
important to maintain the long-term health of
the vegetation communities, the climatic and
hydrological balance they provide, and the
habitats they form, as well as the sustainability
of the agricultural lands surrounding. The
maintenance and strategic restoration of
vegetation communities is the most effective
way of affording catchment and hydrological
protection.
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Objective 8: Maintain, where feasible, the local surface and groundwater systems to
conserve those species and communities particularly dependent on them.
Achieved by:
1. Improving the understanding of hydrological processes in the Moullean landscape.
2. Designing strategic restoration of key vegetation communities and linkages.
3. Providing interpretive information on the Moullean catchment system and habitats.

3.3. Environmental Weeds
Environmental weeds are often the indicator
of underlying problems, usually disturbance
or otherwise altered ecology, that favours
the recruitment and survival of the weeds
over most native plants. Weeds may cause
major structural change to native plant
communities, altering flammability, displacing
threatened species and regenerating seedlings,
dispossessing native animals of habitat or food,
and changing ecosystem processes such as the
cycling of water or nutrients. Most invasive
weeds require certain disturbance-driven
conditions such as native vegetation damage,
soil disturbance or influx of nutrients to recruit
and thrive.
Guidance for weed management is provided by
the Parks and Wildlife Policy Statement No. 14
Environmental Weed Management (Parks and
Wildlife 2014). This Policy Statement guides
the approach and priority setting for the control
of environmental weeds on the department’s
managed lands and waters. Priorities for action
are to first control any weed that impacts on
high value assets such as threatened or priority
flora, fauna or ecological communities, or areas
of high conservation value, and then address
individually ranked weed species (high,
moderate and low) in decreasing priority as
resources allow.
Options for environmental weed management
include knowledge of the underlying
disturbance causes that the weeds signify,
prevention, eradication, control, containment,
asset protection, monitoring or limited action.
It is the preferred option to prevent the
introduction of environmental weeds through
understanding and limiting causal factors and
appropriate management, as eradication is
rarely possible. Methods of control include
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managing disturbance, the use of herbicides,
biological control, manual control, control after
the application of fire to encourage new growth,
the suppression of seed banks and harbours,
and replacement revegetation. Effective control
programs encourage the growth of native
species and the suppression of weeds with the
overall aim of boosting the area’s resilience to
further weed invasion.
The major source of introduced weeds in the
Moullean is from adjacent lands. Major routes
of spread are by wind and water dispersal
across private property boundaries, along linear
disturbance features such as roads, tracks,
and along creek lines. Weed dispersal can be
increased by vectors including vehicles and
machinery, soil movement, and by native and
domestic animals.
Historic plantings of exotic plants as amenity or
food plantings remain in place in the Moullean.
These historic plants can constitute heritage
value, and as such their conservation is worthy
of consideration and their management should
be addressed. However, some are known to be
serious invasive weeds (Hussey et al. 2007) and
their eradication should be considered.
Of the weeds within the Moullean, One-leaf
Cape Tulip (Moraea flaccida) is a declared
category 3 weed under the Biosecurity and
Agriculture Management Act 2007 (BAM Act).
Category 3 plants are those where the numbers
of plants or distribution, or both, should be
reduced. Bridal Creeper (Asparagus
asparagoides) is a Weed of National
Significance (WoNS) (Australian Weeds
Committee 2016) and requires effective control.

Table 4: Environmental weeds in the Moullean
Taxon

Common name

Location

Arctotheca calendula

Cape weed

All

Asparagus asparagoides

Bridal creeper

Gundaring

Avena fatua

Wild oats

All

Brassica tournifortii

Turnip

Limited

Briza maxima

Blowfly grass

All

Bromus diandrus

Brome grass

All

Cirsium vulgare

Slender thistle

Kokerbin

Cleretum papulosum

-

All

Crocosmia x crocosmiiflora

Montbretia

Gundaring

Ehrharta calycina

Veld grass

All, sandy sites

Ehrharta longiflora

Annual veld grass

All

Eragrostis curvula

African love grass

All

Hordeum leporinum

Barley grass

Salt River and saline soils

Hypochaeris glabra

Flat weed

All

Juncus acutus

Spiny rush

Salt River and tributaries

Lolium rigidum

Annual rye grass

All

Lupinus spp.

Lupin

Kokerbin

Lysimachia arvensis

Pimpernel

All

Moraea flaccida

One-leaf Cape Tulip

Nangeen Hill, Mt Caroline

Osteospermum clandestinum

Stinking roger

All

Parapholis incurva

Coast barb grass

Salt River and saline soils

Polygonum aviculare

Wire weed

Kokerbin

Romula rosea

Guildford Grass

All

Solanum nigrum

Blackberry nightshade

All

Ursinia anthemoides

Ursinia

All

Urtica urens

Nettle

Kokerbin

Weed species, such as Cleretum papulosum
(previously thought to be Ice Plant
Mesembryanthemum crystallinum) have
been observed invading open areas. Increased
grazing pressure by the black-flanked rockwallaby on more favourable native grasses has
resulted in reduced competition and increased
disturbance which has favoured the nonpalatable Cleretum papulosum. This has been
observed to be most acute at Nangeen Hill
Nature Reserve (N. Moore pers. comm.) and
has been the subject of management attention

to establish competitive perennial cover. To
achieve this, a range of native species have
been planted and direct seeded, including
Acacia lasiocalyx, native grasses, Saltbush and
Maireana brevifolia to displace the annual
Cleretum papulosum as well as provide fodder
for black-flanked rock-wallabies (D. Collins
pers. comm.). The restoration of forage, and
the control of weeds with a focus on Cleretum
papulosum and disturbance ecology including
fire is a management priority.
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Objective 9: Minimise the impacts of invasive weeds on high priority natural assets
This will be achieved by the development of a comprehensive pest plant
management plan that includes:
1. Identifying priority weed species and priority areas for management and control.
2. Monitoring the location, extent, spread and, where possible, ecological effects of priority
weeds, using the results to develop management/control practices.
3. Liaising with government authorities and adjacent landowners to promote the integrated
management of high priority environmental weeds across all land tenures.
4. Preventing the potential for weed introduction and spread when planning management
operations, e.g. road maintenance and burning, particularly where adjacent to weed
sources, and modifying strategies as necessary.
5. Investigating and monitoring the occurrence of woody weeds at historic settlement sites,
ensure that the heritage values of old plantings are conserved where possible, while
removing those taxa known to be invasive, and otherwise controlling the spread of recruits.

3.4. Pest Animals
Problem animals may be either introduced
feral species that have become established
as wild or naturalised populations, or native
species, which for some reason, have altered
their natural distribution and population to the
detriment of other native species and habitats.
Problem animals have the potential for serious
impact on natural systems through direct
effects such as predation, habitat destruction,
competition for food and territory, introduction
of disease, and through environmental
degradation (King 1985).
The most significant problem (pest) animals in
the Moullean are the red fox (Vulpes vulpes)
(Kinnear et al 1988; Pearson 2013), feral
cat (Felis catus) (Pearson 2013) and rabbit
(Oryctolagus cuniculus). The effects of house
mouse (Mus musculus) and black rat (Rattus
rattus) are unknown (N. Moore pers. comm.).
The fox and cat are the primary predators of the
threatened black-flanked rock-wallaby. Foxes
have been the primary target of on-reserve
feral predator control programs managed
by the department (and its predecessors)
since the 1990s, principally though Western
Shield (Parks and Wildlife 2016a). Wheatbelt
NRM have recently completed a three-year
community feral control project (NRM WA
2016) which they hope will be maintained by
landholders around the rock-wallaby sites.
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These programs have resulted in a significant
number of foxes and cats being destroyed,
which has supported an increase in numbers
of black-flanked rock-wallaby. In addition a
predator proof fence has been constructed
around Nangeen Hill to create a feral predatorfree environment for rock-wallabies. Rabbits,
even at very low densities, are known to heavily
browse and eliminate Allocasuarina seedlings,
and have the potential to significantly impact
on nature conservation values (Mutze et al
2016). Rabbits can also disperse viable weed
seed through their scats, and their latrines
and warrens provide productive sites for weed
establishment. They may also provide a food
for native predators, notably wedge-tailed eagle
(Aquila audax) and karda (Varanus gouldii)
(Robley et al 2006). However, large rabbit
populations are also likely to support higher
numbers of feral cats and foxes so controlling
rabbit numbers is an important part of an
integrated feral predator control strategy
(Robley et al 2006).
A primary objective of the department is
to achieve the systematic and safe control
of pest animals on the lands and waters it
manages, including the nature reserves in the
Moullean. The department’s Policy Statement
– Management of Pest Animals (Parks and
Wildlife 2015b) provides guidance for this by

identifying State-wide priorities and strategic
approaches to management. The ‘Parks and
Wildlife Wheatbelt Region Nature
Conservation Plan’ also guides the
management of pest animals, particularly
those feral predators that impact critical weight
range (CWR) mammals and other sensitive
native animals (Parks and Wildlife 2016b).
As there is currently no alternative to 1080
baiting and other more localised control
measures such as trapping (WA NRM 2016)
and shooting, these programs must be
supported until more sustainable alternatives
are available.
The department also has responsibilities
for control of declared animals on the lands it
manages under the BAM Act, viz: “A

Government Department shall control declared
plants and declared animals on or in relation
to public land under its control”. Private
landowners also have responsibility under the
BAM Act to control pest plants that have been
prescribed in the district, on and in relation
to their land in accordance with instructions
specified in notices served by the local
government DAFWA 2016). Introduced animals
present in the Moullean are listed in Table 5.
Under the BAM Act, foxes and pigs are declared
as ‘animals subject to control and restricted
introductions and keeping’, whilst the rabbit is
categorised as a ‘prohibited animal’.
Feral bees are present in the wheatbelt and pose
a threat to birds and mammals that use hollows
or rock overhangs for nesting or roosting.

Table 5: Introduced animals known from the Moullean
Taxon

Common name

Location

Vulpes vulpes

Red fox

All except Nangeen

Felis catus

Cat

All except Nangeen

Oryctolagus cuniculus

Rabbit

All

Mus musculus

House mouse

All

Rattus rattus

Black rat

All

Dacelo novaeguineae

Laughing kookaburra

All

Streptopelia senegalensis

Laughing turtle dove

All

Columba livia domestica

Feral pigeon

All

Apis mellifera

Feral bee

Hives in Gundaring, Mt Caroline, Mt Stirling

Ovis aries

Sheep

Mt Caroline, Mt Stirling

Objective 10: Minimise the impacts of pest animals on high priority natural assets,
particularly threatened fauna and flora and their critical habitat.
Achieved by:
1.

Prioritise pest animals for management based on their impact on high priority natural
assets, including feral predators, rabbits and over-abundant native species such as the
Western Grey Kangaroo.
2. Recording the incidence of priority feral animals, and monitoring their location, extent,
spread and ecological effects, and instigating control measures.
3. Liaising with the Department of Agriculture and Food, adjacent landowners and local
authorities regarding pest control in the Moullean and their adjacent lands, and integrating
control programs wherever possible.
4. Develop priority sites for control based on 1-3 above.
5. Continuing the Western Shield feral cat and fox baiting program at appropriate levels,
modifying methods in light of new information or from specialist advice.
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6. Continuing feral cat and fox trapping and shooting programs on private property and other
land tenures, particularly adjoining nature reserves supporting black-flanked rock-wallaby
populations, modifying methods in light of new information or with specialist advice.
7. Implementing feral predator control to minimise the risk of accidental poisoning of working
dogs, including liaison with adjacent landowners and providing information to the public
on the risk of poison to dogs.
8. Controlling and eliminating rabbits at priority sites, coordinated with adjoining
landowners, and modifying control methods in light of new information or with specialist
advice, including as part of integrated feral predator control programs.
9. Liaising with surrounding landholders on Strategy implementation for actions that involve
potentially hazardous operations such as predator baiting and fire management.

3.5. Disease
Plant disease
Plant fungal diseases, such as jarrah dieback
(Phytophthora cinnamomi) and Honey
fungus (Armillaria luteobubalina) are of
limited concern in the Moullean, due to the
unconducive climate. There are no known
occurrences of jarrah dieback in the Moullean.
However, after significant summer rain or
within a micro-habitat such as granite outcrops
the diseases may survive. Once released the
spores survive well in moist or wet soil and any
movement of the soil can spread the disease.
Other fungal diseases, such as the many
species of wind-borne canker, may be present
depending on climate and plant stress.
Hygiene measures are necessary to prevent
the introduction of Phytophthora disease.
Management guidelines for P. cinnamomi are
described in the department’s Policy Statement
3 – Management of Phytophthora Disease
(Parks and Wildlife 2015b). Dieback caused
by P. cinnamomi is a key threatening process
under the EPBC Act and a threat abatement
plan has been prepared (Environment Australia
2001).
The spores of jarrah dieback may infect a wide
range of plants. However, it only flourishes in
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the tissue of susceptible plant species. In the
Moullean, the kwongkan on sand and gravel
and proteaceous shrubland, and woodland
communities on deeper sand, are at potential
risk due to the presence of susceptible plants.

Animal disease
Diseases in native animals can be a major
contributing factor to poor population health,
reduced fertility and local extinctions.
There is a requirement for establishing
appropriate hygiene and quarantine protocols
for working with mammals that are part of
research, breeding and translocation programs,
including those for black-flanked rock-wallaby.
Different levels of protocols are required
according to the level of concern for a particular
species. Small isolated and island populations
of threatened fauna are at particular risk due
to a lack of exposure to common pathogens
and potentially reduced genetic diversity and
immune function, and thus require stringent
quarantine protocols to be maintained. Staff
and carers handling wildlife can also be at risk
of being exposed to animal diseases.

Objective 11: Minimise the introduction or impact of diseases that affect high
priority and susceptible flora, fauna and vegetation communities.
Achieved by:
1.

Ensuring people working in the Moullean are proficient in plant disease recognition,
sampling and management techniques.
2. Investigate any suspected occurrences of jarrah dieback. Following the department’s Policy
Statement 3 – Management of Phytophthora Disease in all operations.
3. Following the department’s Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) No. 16.2 Managing
Disease Risk in Wildlife Management (Parks and Wildlife 2013b).
4. Ensuring people working in the Moullean on fauna programs are aware of SOP 16.2 when
carrying out fauna management activities.
5. Informing and educating Kokerbin Rock recreational visitors about plant diseases and the
need to stay on well-formed roads or tracks, and including dieback hygiene information.

3.6 Inappropriate Fire Regimes
Fire is an important agent of change in the
south west. For millions of years naturally
occurring fires have shaped the evolution of the
region’s plants, animals and ecosystems. In
recent millennia the deliberate introduction and
use of fire by humans to manage the availability
of natural resources has brought further
changes to the distribution and abundance
of biota in the landscape. Today, fire is both
an agent of renewal and destruction in the
landscape, and is an important consideration
for landscape management. The challenge is
to devise practical and feasible approaches
to fire management that both conserve
cultural and biodiversity values in a highly
modified landscape, and protect life, property
and livelihood from the adverse impacts of
bushfires.
This management strategy deals primarily
with the application of prescribed fire and
the effects of bushfire on nature conservation
outcomes; it does not address the planning
of prescribed burns for community and asset
protection, nor cover bushfire suppression.
The department is responsible for the planning
and use of prescribed fire on CALM Act tenure.
Responsibility for the planning and use of
prescribed fire on other tenures for any purpose
lies between land managers, local government
and the Department of Fire and Emergency
Services (DFES).

Bushfires in the Moullean are likely to be
infrequent – a study by Parsons and Gosper
(2011) found that over the last 30 years small
reserves (<500ha) were, on average, likely to
experience a bushfire less than once every 300
years. The Moullean landscape is characterised
by:
1.

Landscape features such as the broad
palaeo-drainage systems and salt lakes
which create natural barriers to the spread
of large bushfires.
2. Remnant vegetation that is fragmented and
surrounded by cleared agricultural land
with seasonally low fuels.
3. Vegetation communities that support
relatively low fuel levels, such as open
eucalypt woodlands, granite outcrops and
samphire flats.
4. A very efficient local fire detection and
suppression capacity, managed by an
effective local bushfire brigade system
supported by the department.
The department’s management of fire on
conservation estate is regulated by legislation
(e.g. Bush Fires Act, CALM Act and precedents
established under Common Law). It is also
guided by the Wheatbelt Regional Fire
Management Plan (Department of Environment
and Conservation 2012)); Policy Statement No.
19 – Fire Management (Department of Parks
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and Wildlife 2015d), Good Neighbour Policy
(DEC 2007b) and numerous other guidelines,
procedures and notes.

fire to release their seed from woody cones in
the canopy (serotiny) and provide an ash bed
for the seeds to germinate.

There is an incomplete understanding of the
historical fire regimes in the wheatbelt prior to
clearing. However, in other south-west areas,
especially the coastal plain, it is understood
that Aboriginal people used fire as a tool to
modify their environment predominantly to
increase the availability of food resources. This
activity has commonly been termed ‘fire stick
farming’ (Jones 1969). The object of fire stick
farming in wooded areas was apparently to
promote grassy patches to attract game, and to
improve seasonal access to food sources such as
rivers and swamps (Hallam 2014). The present
vegetation types have apparently evolved
influenced by fire regimes from Aboriginal
patch burning and occasional lightning-set fires.
Prober et al (2013) provide a comprehensive
review of Ngadju fire knowledge and
management in the Great Western Woodlands
to the east, which could provide useful insights
into the traditional use of fire in the Moullean.

Climate change is likely to have a profound
impact on the incidence and impact of fire in
this landscape. The wheatbelt has experienced
a long-term drying trend due to changes in the
regional climate since the 1970s (Guthrie et
al. 2014). This decline in rainfall is occurring
predominantly during the Makuru/Winter
– Djilba/Spring growing season (Hope and
Ganter 2010), and potentially affect the capacity
of plants to regenerate following disturbance
(McQuoid 2014). Declining rainfall and higher
temperatures are also likely to influence the
availability and accumulation of biomass (fuel).

The use of prescribed fire on small, isolated
reserves and remnants in the wheatbelt
landscapes needs to be undertaken with careful
consideration given to the many complex and
inter-related factors that may affect its success.
These include season, intensity and extent of
the fire; plant functional responses to fire and
the availability of seed; preceding climatic
conditions such as drought, and post-fire
rainfall; and the impact of post-fire competition
from weeds and over-grazing/browsing by
livestock, and feral and native herbivores.
Many ecosystems and species do not necessarily
require fire to persist and regenerate; for
example some species in long-unburnt granite
rock vegetation (e.g. Acacia lasiocalyx,
Dodonaea viscosa, Thysanotus dichotomus
at King Rocks) will successfully recruit, albeit
at a slower rate (S. Hopper pers. comm.).
However, some plant species have definite firerelated cues to flower or release their seed. For
example, many species of Banksia and Hakea
that dominate kwongkan vegetation require a
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The reserves and other bushland remnants of
the Moullean are predominantly long unburnt.
Prescribed burns were conducted by the
department in the nearby Charles Gardiner
Nature Reserve in May 2015, Mt Caroline in
May 2014 and 2015 and Nangeen Hill Nature
Reserve in May 2015 (B. Beecham pers. comm.).
At Charles Gardiner Nature Reserve prescribed
fire was used in an attempt to regenerate
populations of some common species that
were declining (eg. Hakea platysperma, H.
strumosa) and threatened flora in kwongkan
(N. Moore, B. Phillips, B Beecham pers.
comm.).

Protecting life and property
Whilst it is beyond the scope of this strategy,
prescribed fire and other fuel hazard reduction
approaches are likely to be used to reduce
the incidence and impact of bushfires on life,
property, infrastructure and livelihood. Where
such treatments are used in reserves and
remnant vegetation, their potential impact on
achieving conservation outcomes should be
assessed and mitigated where possible. In some
circumstances, it may be possible to achieve
both conservation and community protection
outcomes.

Objective 12: Ensure that fire regimes are appropriate for the conservation and
protection of the natural and cultural values of the Moullean.
Achieved by:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Developing a better understanding of the role and response of key plants, animals and
habitats to fire and other forms of disturbance,
Defining appropriate fire return intervals for vegetation communities using the functional
trait approach for key indicator plant species
Considering the habitat requirements for priority fauna species when defining appropriate
fire return intervals.
Planning and implementing the use of prescribed fire according to the principles and
processes outlined in the current Wheatbelt Regional Fire Management Plan and Wheatbelt
Region Parks and Reserves Management Plan.
Liaising with neighbours, the community and other interested stakeholders with regards to
fire management.
Providing training and education for local brigade members and other stakeholders on the
role of fire in managing vegetation communities, and threatened species and their habitats.
Implementing threatened species and community Recovery Plans, monitoring the
effectiveness of management interventions related to disturbance and fire management, and
reviewing plans and procedures.
Seeking to investigate, understand, document and incorporate where possible the cultural
use of fire by Noongars.
Promoting on-going cooperation and liaison on fire management issues between the
department, DFES, local authorities, and local Bush Fire Control Officers and brigades.
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4. ACCESS, RECREATION, VISITORS AND
INFORMATION
4.1 Visitors and Tourism
The Moullean is largely comprised of nature
reserves and private remnants where access
is limited and public visitors are generally not
catered for. This is in line with the vesting
conservation purpose of nature reserves, and
the private property access arrangements
associated with freehold lands. The exception
is Kokerbin Rock Nature Reserve, which has
visitor facilities in the immediately adjoining
Shire of Bruce Rock Kokerbin Reserve, and
access roads, walk trails and interpretation
infrastructure in the nature reserve itself. Mt
Stirling Nature Reserve has a small parking
area with some interpretive signage off the
Kellerberrin - Yoting Rd. Noongar traditional
owners of the Njakinjaki people conduct
commercial tours to Kokerbin Rock and Mt
Stirling.
The Moullean is part of the Granite Way
Drive Trail, an initiative of the Shires of Bruce
Rock, Kellerberrin and Quairading, Wheatbelt
Tourism and the Department of Regional
Development. This drive trail guides visitors
to the natural and cultural attractions of the
Moullean and further afield to Wave Rock
near Hyden. The drive trail is a scenic drive
experience with selected features as stops along
the way. Its 59 km loop in the Moullean features
Mt Caroline, Mt Stirling and Kokerbin Rock
Nature Reserves, and the camping ground at
the old Kwolyin townsite to the east.
The Moullean is a valuable Wheatbelt tourist
attraction with significant natural and cultural
values. It is an important bushland resource
in the western Central Wheatbelt, providing
the area with a compelling tourism ‘product’.
The name Moullean and its distinctive
disposition gives this product a unique
identity, distinguishing it from other granite
rock tourist attractions, which, along with its
black-flanked rock-wallaby populations and
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botanical diversity, and Kokerbin Rock as the
main base with its supportive infrastructure
and visible resident rock wallabies, presents
an extraordinary experience in the wheatbelt
region.
The tourism visitor use patterns are not well
known, although anecdotal evidence suggests
that tourist numbers are increasing due to
the Granite Way Drive Trail and the provision
of picnic facilities in Kokerbin Rock Nature
Reserve and the adjacent Shire of Bruce Rock
Reserve (Robyn McCarthy pers. comm.).
The largest potential markets for the Moullean
are day-trippers from the central wheatbelt,
and short-stay wildlife interest visitors from
Perth camping (at Kwolyin) or staying in nearby
towns. Anecdotal information suggests that the
future trends in tourism in the Moullean will
be towards driving trails, soft adventure (e.g.
bushwalking) and more nature-based granite
exploring and wildlife-watching tourism. These
differing market segments should be planned
and catered for where appropriate to ensure
quality and sustainability.
Tourism WA has divided the State into five
tourism destinations. The Moullean is in
“Australia’s Golden Outback”, which covers 54
per-cent of WA and comprises four Tourism
Regions – Goldfields, Gascoyne/Murchison,
Coastal sub-region, and the Wheatbelt - in
which the Moullean lies.
Other conservation areas surrounding and
near the Moullean, including Charles Gardiner
Nature Reserve, the Salt River Reserve,
Kwolyin and Moulien Nature Reserves, and the
Quairading Town Reserves to the south, add
to the range of nature–based recreation and
tourism opportunities available.

Objective 13: A quality nature-based tourism profile and sustainable recreational
use, consistent with other management objectives and the protection of primary
values.
Achieved by:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Undertaking a planning and consultation process to investigate the capacity, vesting,
zoning, suitability, and adjustment of conservation lands to support sustainable naturebased recreation for the Moullean.
Considering the strategic place of visitor use and recreation in relation to related plans,
strategies and values.
Consulting landholders to gauge their interest in participating in recreation and visitor
support.
Marketing the Moullean to attract visitors that are appreciative of the natural environment
and its conservation.
Liaising with regional and local organisations including Tourism Associations, Local
Authorities and Noongar organisations.
Researching the numbers, interests, satisfaction, expectations and desires of visitors
currently using the Moullean and its sites.
Using the data collected from visitor numbers and satisfaction surveys and social research,
to improve management and minimise environmental, social and economic impacts across
a range of sites.
Considering other recreation and tourism opportunities in the region to ensure the range of
opportunities are complementary.

4.2. Recreation Activities
The principal sites and facilities providing for
recreation/visitor use activities in the Moullean
are:

Principle activities are those based on a natural
setting, exploring and observing nature and
exploring cultural sites and stories including:

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Scenic driving and sightseeing on public
roads, as part of the Granite Way Drive
Trail.
Picnicking and day use at Kokerbin Rock
and Mt Stirling.
Walking trail at Kokerbin Rock.
The walk around Kokerbin Rock.
Interpretative panels at Kokerbin Rock,
associated with the picnic spot, old well and
walk trail.
Interpretive panels at Mt Stirling, Kokerbin
Rock and Gardiner Rd accessible off public
roads.
Informal bushwalking in Kokerbin,
Gundaring and Mt Stirling Nature Reserves.

Overnight camping is not provided for in the
immediate Moullean, it is catered for at the
nearby Kwolyin Townsite Reserve.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Barbeques and picnicking.
Nature study, walking and hiking in natural
bushlands.
Wildflower enjoyment, bird watching and
photography.
Exploring granite rocks and wallaby
watching
Connection to country and ancestors for
Noongar people
Experiencing Noongar history and stories,
including through guided tours
Investigating and learning about early
European cultural sites
Star gazing (Kokerbin is outside the light
pollution range of Perth)

The current formal recreation use of Kokerbin
Rock Nature Reserve is popular, well designed
and managed, although not without its
conservation challenges including some illegal
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activities. However, this use is inconsistent
with the vesting purpose of ‘nature reserve’ and
this issue requires consideration in a formal
planning sense. The use of the public reserves
requires a planning process to consider and
potentially review the vesting purpose of the
reserves as it relates to recreational use (see
Part B Management Directions and Purpose, 5
Existing and Proposed Tenure).

of the Moullean.

A reserve use management planning process
should also aim to ensure existing facilities are
capable of sustaining increased use and that
future public expectations are met, (including
disabled use) and monitor visitor use to review
priorities over time.

The physical environment of the Moullean
is relatively robust and could likely sustain
moderate and long-term walking trail use.
The provision of further well-planned walking
trails and other facilities could greatly enhance
people’s enjoyment in experiencing the
Moullean landscape, including encounters
with black-flanked rock-wallabies and other
animals, charismatic flora such as Grevillea
petrophiloides subsp. magnifica, Eucalyptus
caesia and Ricinocarpos tuberculata. Quality
experiences could lead to increased support for
the conservation of nature and culture in the
Moullean and Wheatbelt.

The value of recreation activities in the
Moullean is considerable and will likely
continue at least as currently provided for.

Opportunities may exist to include private
landholders in the provision of services to
complement those available on public lands.

The area is well suited to scenic drives which
provide an important opportunity to facilitate
sightseeing with minimal impact on the
environment, and are an ideal introduction to
nature conservation in the wheatbelt.

4.3. Information, Interpretation and
Education

The Bruce Rock Shire Reserve alongside
Kokerbin Rock provides a quality ‘wheatbelt’
bush picnic or barbecue experience along with
all other tourism attractions listed above.
The levels of bushwalking in the Moullean are
likely to be relatively low to moderate, therefore
the common problems often associated
with higher use trails, such as the loss of
vegetation, introduction and spread of weeds
and diseases, localised soil compaction and
erosion can be effectively managed. Effective
management would include appropriate design
and construction of trails and through visitor
information and enhancement of the visitor
experience.
The only formal walk trail in the Moullean
is the relatively short Kokerbin Rock Trail.
Other walking opportunities exist informally
over granite massifs and along management
tracks and firebreaks. A planning review would
address the walk trail network and the provision
of new trails and interpreted features and sites,
to sustainably access the range of unique nature
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Effective information, interpretation and
education methods are essential to the
conservation of nature and cultural sites.
Information on the Moullean is provided by
local authorities through signage, brochures
and websites, as well as tour operators.
Interpretation planning is an integral
component of planning for visitor use (DEC
2011) and developing quality experiences.
Interpretive Principle and Theme
The Moullean has an imposing physical and
biological nature as an archipelago of granite
rises, with a range of rich and varied plant and
animal communities. It sits in a contemporary
broad-acre agricultural setting, where its
diversity of natural and cultural values present
challenges for sustainability and opportunities
for explanation and recreation. These factors
provide great opportunity to promote the
overarching principle that ‘the maintenance of
the natural landscape and biological diversity
is essential to sustain the quality of life’.
This principle is the foundation of current

and future education, interpretation and
information programs in the Moullean.
Components of this are the natural and cultural
character as unique landforms, biological
diversity, and threatened plants and animals,
and human responses as Noongar culture,
early European culture, visitor experiences,
agriculture, nature conservation and landcare.
Relevant subjects for such programs include
sustainable land use, landform development
processes, maintenance of biodiversity and
ecological processes, minimal impact recreation
and cultural heritage.
The developing popularity of the Moullean
reserves makes them an important and valuable
resource for informing and educating visitors
about the areas unique natural and cultural
values. It is home to the rare, endangered,
charismatic and wantonly watchable blackflanked rock-wallaby, which is the ‘umbrella’
conservation species. It provides visitors with
the opportunity to view and experience rare
native mammals in a natural setting, and
learn about ‘Western Shield’, the department’s
wildlife conservation program. It also presents
opportunities to experience and learn about
Noongar and other Australian cultural history,
historic and contemporary agriculture, and
landcare as human responses to place.
Education
Opportunities present for a number of
education programs specifically for schools. A
Moullean educational program would aim to
promote the principle that ‘the maintenance of
the natural landscape and biological diversity
is essential to sustain the quality of life’, with a
focus on the granite rock landscapes, habitats
and cultural significance.

(Candenup) by the Njakinjaki cultural tour
operation (N. Moore pers. comm.) and other
reserves to a lesser degree.
A commercial tourism operation’s concession is
a right granted by way of a lease or licence for
occupation or use under appropriate conditions,
of an area of land or water managed by the
department. The ‘Parks and Wildlife Policy
Statement No. 18 Recreation, tourism and
visitor services’ (DEC 2006) governs conditions
for commercial concessions (DEC 2011).
All commercial concessions for Conservation
and Parks Commission vested estate require
approval by the Minister for Environment.
Concessions must be consistent with the
purposes of the Nature Reserves in the
Moullean.
Lease or licence arrangements can be mutually
beneficial to the reserve managers (usually
the Department), the commercial operator
and the public. The department, other
reserve managers and private landowners
involved can complement private enterprise
by managing and presenting natural assets.
Private enterprise has the role of marketing
tour opportunities, and catering for the
transportation, accommodation and comfort
needs of visitors (Shea and Sharp 1992), as well
as the provision of information, interpretation
and education. Interested private landholders
in the Moullean may also develop and provide
complementary commercial tourism operations.

4.4 Commercial Operations
Commercial concessions can help meet the
rising demand for high quality recreation and
tourism opportunities, facilities and services,
and contribute to meeting the costs of managing
the resource (DEC 2011).
Currently, commercial tourism operations
are conducted in the Moullean, principally at
Kokerbin Rock Nature Reserve and Mt Stirling
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Objective 14: Promote awareness and appreciation of the values of the Moullean to
engender support for their conservation and continued enjoyment.
Achieved by:
1.

Developing an information, interpretation and education strategy. Providing a range of
appropriate, sustainable and high quality sites and facilities that support activities for visitor
enjoyment and appreciation of the key values, ensuring minimal impact on natural and
cultural values.
2. Seeking funds and resources for educational programs and activities from federal and State
Government, the corporate community (e.g. sponsorship) and the private, non-profit sector
(e.g. volunteers).
3. Providing appropriate interpretive information on the range of natural and cultural values
of the Moullean.
4. Consulting with other land managers to explore opportunities for complementary recreation
facilities and activities across all land tenures.
5. Supporting commercial nature-based tourism operations, consistent with other
management objectives and the protection of key values.
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5. RESEARCH AND MONITORING
Research and monitoring are essential
components of management, and required
to successfully implement this management
Strategy. They lead to a better understanding
of the values, activities and threats, increase
knowledge, aid in performance assessment and
provide a scientific basis for improving and
adapting future management to achieve best
practice (DEC 2011).

surveys, the visitor statistics program and the
Nature-based Tourism Research Reference
Group. These research agendas largely relate
to other parts of WA’s conservation reserve
network, although the issues and expertise are
of value to the Moullean. Tourism and visitor
use research by the WA Department of Tourism
can also assist in understanding and developing
sustainable use practices and policies.

The predominant research focus of this Strategy
is by the department, which undertakes
research on nature conservation that relate to
the Moullean from priorities in the Wheatbelt
Region Nature Conservation Plan (Parks and
Wildlife 2016), and species and community
recovery plans (e.g. DEC 2001; Pearson 2013).
Research to date has included threatened
fauna (e.g. Willers et al. 2011, etc), threatened
and priority flora (research and survey) (e.g.
Hopper and Burgman 1983; Borger 2013), and
feral predator management (e.g. Kinnear et al.
2008; Kinnear et al. 2016). Allied research and
monitoring is undertaken by Wheatbelt NRM
through its feral predator trapping program,
and support from WWF-Australia through
its black-flanked rock-wallaby conservation
program.

Monitoring is necessary to measure changes
over time and to understand the influence of
management interventions. Priority flora and
fauna populations and recruitment patterns,
feral predator populations and control
interventions, cultural site conservation, visitor
patterns, climate change on vegetation and
flora, and stakeholder involvement should be
monitored in order to provide early warning of
significant changes and support management
responses.

Cultural research is also a priority for the
Moullean, for Noongar cultural history, and
the inventory, understanding and protection
of sites and features. Other Australian cultural
heritage requires research and monitoring to
record, protect and describe valuable history.
Research and monitoring of cultural history
will also support the development and sharing
of information, and the involvement of the
community.
Other research related to the use of protected
areas and their sustainable management.
The department includes visitor satisfaction

Fauna monitoring is undertaken in the
Moullean by the department’s Wheatbelt
District team in accordance with the guidelines
of the Western Shield Fauna Recovery Program,
which is designed to provide a consistent
approach to monitoring the program across the
southwest.
Research, monitoring and inventory projects
should give priority to those values identified
as being most at risk (sensitive to disturbance)
and to management practices most likely to
have adverse social and ecological impacts
(DEC 2011). These projects would benefit from
the involvement of conservation stakeholder
partners Wheatbelt NRM and WWF-Australia,
Noongar people and organisations, volunteers
and educational institutions, Botanic Gardens
and Parks Authority, and the department. These
projects would also support the provision of
information to the broader community.
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Objective 15: Increase knowledge and understanding of the cultural and natural
values and their threats, to support sound management and the assessment of this
Strategy.
Achieved by:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Continuing current and integrated research and monitoring programs to inform
management, with a focus on primary and other priority issues and values of this strategy
and in related threatened species and community recovery plans, and the establishment of
baseline information for future auditing.
Supporting new research for feral predator control.
Developing a research and monitoring plan to review and prioritise current and future
research and monitoring, and provide a platform for collaboration and resourcing.
Developing a research bibliography and database, ensuring relevant information gained
through broader research, monitoring and experience is available and updated when
required, and used to modify interpretative, educational and management practices.
Research into Noongar archaeological and cultural sites and their description, significance,
management and restoration.
Supporting stakeholder and other relevant agencies, organisations and individuals where
their research contributes directly to the priorities in this Strategy, and its implementation
and auditing.
Ensuring that research and monitoring activities do not adversely impact on values.
Investigating external funding sources to assist in achieving research and monitoring.
Promoting and providing advisory and information services to local communities on issues
impacting the reserves network.
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6. RESOURCE USE
6.1. Basic Raw Materials
Basic raw materials as gravel, sand and other
earth and rocks in the Moullean are the
responsibility of the management authorities
of the lands on which the resources occur.
Their consideration is largely outside the remit
of this Strategy. However, the interference
with, and removal of granite rock slabs and
stones for garden landscaping or any other
use is a significant and long-term impact on
animal habitat and Noongar cultural stone
arrangements (lizard traps and standing
stones). Measures to protect and interpret these
values are needed (see 2.1 Noongar Heritage).
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APPENDIX A: Map of Mount Stirling Nature Reserve

Grid shown at 250 m intervals
Graticule shown at 1 degree intervals

Produced by David Jolliffe at 10:15 am on July 25, 2017.

Image courtesy of the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions.

Figure 3: Mount Stirling Nature Reserve aerial.
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APPENDIX B: Map of Mount Caroline Nature Reserve

Grid shown at 250 m intervals
Graticule shown at 1 degree intervals

Produced by David Jolliffe at 10:15 am on July 25, 2017.

Image courtesy of the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions.

Figure 4: Mount Caroline Nature Reserve aerial.
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APPENDIX C: Map of Nangeen Hill Nature Reserve

Grid shown at 250 m intervals
Graticule shown at 1 degree intervals

Produced by David Jolliffe at 10:15 am on July 25, 2017.

Image courtesy of the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions.

Figure 5: Nangeen Hill Nature Reserve aerial.
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APPENDIX D: Map of Kokerbin Nature Reserve

Grid shown at 250 m intervals
Graticule shown at 1 degree intervals

Produced by David Jolliffe at 10:15 am on July 25, 2017.

Image courtesy of the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions.

Figure 6: Kokerbin Nature Reserve aerial.
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APPENDIX E: Map of Gundaring Nature Reserve

Grid shown at 250 m intervals
Graticule shown at 1 degree intervals

Produced by David Jolliffe at 10:15 am on July 25, 2017.

Image courtesy of the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions.

Figure 7: Gundaring Nature Reserve aerial.
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of all reserves within extended Moullean
APPENDIX E: Table
area.
Table 6: All of the reserves occurring within the extended Moullean area.

Taxon
Tammin Railway Dam Nature Reserve
(Class A NR)

Charles Garidner Nature Reserve (Class
A NR)

Moulien Nature Reserve (Class A NR)

Un-named (Class A)

Mooraning Nature Reserve (Class A)

Mt Stirling Nature Reserve (Class A NR)

Area of Reserve (ha)
255.87

799.18

153.47

170.83

43.89

224.99

Shire of Tammin

Surrounding Shire

managed Nature Reserve A23566

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

Land Tenure and Status

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Notes

Department of Biodiversity,

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Flora”.

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Department of Biodiversity,

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Shire of Tammin

managed Nature Reserve A20041

Mainly located within the

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Flora”.

Shire of Tammin

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Flora”.

managed Nature Reserve A11776

Flora”.

managed Nature Reserve A30299

Flora”.

managed Nature Reserve A28289

Shire of Quairading

Shire of Quairading

Shire of Quairading

managed Nature Reserve A11048

Flora”.
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Taxon
Gundaring Nature Reserve (Class A NR)

Un-named (Class C)

Un-named (Class A)

Mt Caroline Nature Reserve (Class A NR)

Glenluce Nature Reserve (Class A)

Mournucking Nature Reserve (Class A)

Area of Reserve (ha)
~100

7.67

21.76

351.76

244.46

696.67

Shire of Quairading

Surrounding Shire

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

Land Tenure and Status

Commission, with a gazetted

in the WA Conservation and Parks

Formerly known at “Tutakin”. Vested

Notes

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

managed Nature Reserve C18798

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

purpose of “Timber”

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

& A26266

managed Nature Reserve A25112

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Flora”.

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Flora”.

managed Nature Reserve A11047

Flora”.

managed Nature Reserve A11024

Flora”.

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

managed Nature Reserve A11039

Shire of Quairading

Shire of Kellerberrin

Shire of Kellerberrin

Shire of Kellerberrin

Shire of Kellerberrin

managed Nature Reserve A24897

Flora”.
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Taxon
Craig Nature Reserve

Un-named (Class A)

Nangeen Hill Nature Reserve
(Class A NR)

Kokerbin Rock Nature Reserve
(Class A NR)

Un-named (Class C)

Kwolyin Nature Reserve

Area of Reserve (ha)
11.43

11.93

177.47

127.8

86

343.52

Shire of Kellerberrin

Surrounding Shire

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

Land Tenure and Status

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Notes

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

managed Nature Reserve A11038

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

Department of Biodiversity,

Flora”.

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Flora”.

managed Nature Reserve C35598

Flora”.

managed Nature Reserve A11043

Flora”.

managed Nature Reserve A23187

Flora”.

managed Nature Reserve A10719

Flora”.

managed Nature Reserve A30903

Shire of Kellerberrin

Shire of Bruce Rock

Shire of Bruce Rock

Shire of Bruce Rock

Shire of Bruce Rock

& A30969
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Taxon
Shackleton Nature Reserve
(Class A)

Total: 19 Nature Reserves

Area of Reserve (ha)

Surrounding Shire

Department of Biodiversity,

Land Tenure and Status

Vested in the WA Conservation and

Notes

Parks Commission, with a gazetted

Shire of Bruce Rock

Conservation & Attractions (DBCA)-

purpose of “Conservation of Flora &
Flora”.

managed Nature Reserve A24505

447.17

Total NR size:
4175.87 ha
(average size: 214 ha;
SD+- 227 ha)
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